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Introduction 

 

This volume contains the initiating textual creative practice that was generated 

from out of the research inquiry described in Volume I, the thesis. 

The production folders are not finished practice, they document the ongoing 

development from the perspective of the writer that was used to explore and open 

up new knowledges of the three media from the case studies listed below: 

1. Fallow (animation) 

2. The Pier (comics) 

3. Desistence (computer games) 

 

The page numbers will begin at page 1 for each of the production folders, 

however each of the scripts included also begin their own page numbering at 

page 1. The page numbering will resume for the production folders after their 

specific script. 
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the story of fallow 
 
 
1. PREMISE 
 

fallow 

 

Fallow, tormented by the pain of his victims realises his jail is an illusion, 

and he is made from memories. He sets himself free.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Out of the ether forms Fallow, afraid. Searching for answers in himself 

and his surroundings. He is lost, and trapped in a shifting, transforming 

prison. Clues appear in the cell/walls, and he comes to believe he has 

killed, those around him, those he cared for and those he came to care 

nothing for.  

As he is formed and realises his place in this torment so again he breaks, 

falls to fragment until he realises his identity is formed of fragments of 

another’s mind, Punch’s mind.  

In a final act of will he dissolves/dissipates himself stopping Punch’s 

attempts at his destruction.  

In the tear in Punch’s reality formed by this newly created emptiness and 

as Fallow/Punch’s worlds begins to break apart around him, Punch spies 

a man in a bed covered in bandages.  

 

Part I ~ the forming, the pain/despair, the revulsion, the escape (from 

self) the darkest wall (where the loneliest screams come from, the lowest 

whispers, the softest sobs) that is/becomes the tunnel, fallow disappears 

into the dark wall and fades out… 

Part II ~  …the wall of darkness that Fallow walks through, the 

corridor/the road, the realisation, the game/endgame? the dissolution, 

reality tearing, the bandaged man. 
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2. CHARACTER OUTLINES 

 

‘Fallow’ 

Fallow is an amalgam of memories formed into being. He is the main 

character and relates to himself as he discovers who he is, then later fearfully 

and enquiringly of his tormentor, Punch. He appears thin and ragged, his 

body language/behaviour is delicate, skittish – he is a rabbit caught in the 

headlights, a bird with a broken leg. 

He relates to what he sees as his own memories as they are painfully 

displayed around him, and begins to cling to them so that he can somehow 

find himself, and later abhors them as he discovers what he believes are his 

terrible crimes. To the audience, the memories he sees (himself in) are a 

patchwork enigma of clues as to his identity. Finally he sees them for what 

they are, illusions, and ultimately what he is, a construct born from Punch’s 

mind, and so dissolving/dissipating himself. 

 

Background  Where do they come from? 

Fallow was created from the memory of Punch. He believes he 

is in some form of jail cell for crimes he committed. He 

warmly remembers a cul-de-sac, and bicycles, a brother, a 

pier, a painful fire, a murderous rampage, dying, fighting the 

devil, a prison stage, laughter, slaughter, laughter. 

   

  What made them who they are? 

Punch made Fallow as way to feel he could hurt again. Fallow 

has no memories of his own, his world comes to him from the 

pictures and sounds that are made around him, and he makes 

sense of them, through the way he feels when perceiving these 

scenes.  
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What do they do? 

Fallow has no sense of an occupation, though sometimes he 

feels he has been a husband, a father, a murderer, a brother, an 

actor (puppet). He wants to make sense of himself and the 

world around him.    

 

Motivation Why do they do it? 

  To discover the truth of who they are, and why they are. 

   

Goal  What do they want to do? 

To stop the pain, to discover who he is (why would he?). To 

make sense of himself and the world around him.  

  

 

Obstacle Why can’t they have it? 

Punch only provides Fallow with the information he wants to 

give him. Playing with Fallow’s desperate fear and search for 

himself, as well as the terrible realisation of what he thinks he 

is. 

 

Behaviour How do they express themselves? 

Quickly, fearfully, angrily, shamefully, woefully. 

Transformatively. 
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3. WORLD 

Fallow takes place in the sinister mind of Punch. This grey environment 

shifts and transforms from ether-space to a cell, to a corridor, with doors 

on either side, as cast over it all are flickering in phantasmagoria are 

shadows from a Victorian past. 

 

Fallow is a story about how we become who we are and why we make 

sense of ourselves in the way we do. It is a psychological horror story 

dealing with issues in meaning, perception, memory, identity, guilt, 

recompense, restitution. 

 

Fallow is the story of man who is born of another’s warped mind, and 

who strives to search for a way to understand him self as his world is 

constructed around him and his memories are made for him. It follows 

his growing awareness of who he might be, what he is afraid of in this 

and how he deals with his place in this re-constructed world. 

 

4. FORMAT 

Fallow is a seven minute animated film told in two parts for an adult 

audience. It will form part of a transmedia storytelling experience that 

will link with stories in sequential art, novella, lyrics and videogames. 

The piece will be recorded using traditional drawn and stop motion 

animation and digital techniques for Part One, and in Part Two will form 

into 3D computer animation. Lighting and grading will be used to leech 

the colour from the imagery, presenting the characters with an almost 

ghostly/aged appearance within the story, echoes of other versions of the 

character bounce around and through Fallow. Music will be used in 

conjunction with the imagery to emphasise the transformative and eerie, 

solitary horror of Fallow’s existence. It will use found sound that will 

move and transform across the media. 
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5. Fallow Treatment 
 

 
The box is square 
and like a stage,  
like a prison. 
I know there’s something I need to do,  
but, the box, this box,  
I’m not sure if I’m looking at it or 
am I in it, looking at it?  
And there’s something I need to do, just there,  
just in me. Like an ache,  
like the heart of a cold fire.  
Brittle, lost, burnt out, crying  
silently for the heart that ruined me.  
 
What is this ache? 
It’s not dark, it’s not light.  
Darklight?  
A fog? shifting? or is it swimming,  
circling? My eyes are open.  
The fear, it goes down far,  
but I don’t… 
The fear goes down.  
It’s on my skin, whispering, afraid.  
 
Is this my shape?  
A haze distorts over me a… 
The fear goes down the well,  
the further dark.  
The dark and deep. 
And the walls echo the shame  
and the fear/dread becomes a push into me. 
it’s only my skin… 
it’s only (my skin) 
Space 
 
The box is square and like a stage, 
like a prison.  
I know there’s something I need  
I need to do, but, the box,  
this box,  
I’m not sure if I’m looking at it or am I in it,  
looking at it?  
And there’s something I need to do, just, just at the edge of, edges of 
 
The cell walls resonate  
under my hand,  
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echoes of/echoing with the screams of the fallen.  
Fallen?  
Under my hand? 
 
I don’t trust these walls.  
My senses bounce back off them or through them,  
I don’t know which.  
The light’s bright, so bright,  
bright full and bursting, building,  
it builds, crushing at my tear holes tear ducts, tear holes(?),  
my ears fail, as noise runs  
as noise runs the wrong path/track/way  
out of me  
the bright light scream is of course  
my own  
my mouth is torn.  
tin mouth.  
Blood from my nose and an image remains… 
Caught in a flash image  
flash image flash flame after image flash frame,  
flame blast frozen in me somewhere dark  
and deep (in the dark and deep)  
lit as thee/that brightest day  
(eyes torn from the burning white sun).  
And I want to forget,  
what, I, saw.  
What am I doing  
here?  
What am I doing here?  
What am I? 
 
taking ~  
from me, me from 
 
holding ~  
me from, from me 
what are you holding from me ~ me from? 
 
later  
 
What am I becoming? 
What is this  
I am becoming? 

 
bf 
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6.  OUTLINE 
   

1.   Fallow tries all the walls. They give him 
different scenes of his life. 

2.   Fallow places his hands on the wall 
screens to the right of the last. Though 

the grey gauze-like wall, in black and 

white, he can just see the inside of a 

crane cab at a dockyard from very high up 

The dockyard if full of warehouses and 

many containers, though no people. A grey 

incredibly wide river is over to his 

right. A faint reflection of Fallow in the 

glass of the cab. He steps away. The image 

fades. 

3.   Tries the next wall to the right. This 
wall is flat-blank though. He presses 

hard. The wall ripples out very slightly 

from his press. A very slight image comes 

forward. LOW WHISPERS. An old photograph 

of Fallow, hung in a cage. Screams. Fallow 

shivers and contorts his body. He steps 

back. The image disappears, returning back 

to the grey wall. 

4.   He tries the wall to his right. Presses. 
Sees the outline of a person pressing 

back. A grey mirror. Puts both hands on 

the wall and leans in. He sees a copy of 

himself. In a mirror of his room, though 

with dark burgundy walls. Where the copy’s 

heart would be is a frame of old driftwood 

from a beach. He looks closer, leaning in. 

As he does, a little dry, dusty sand 

escapes from the frame. He looks at his 

chest. No frame, no sand. He looks at the 

reflection. It smiles. Sniffs twice. 

Fallow, quizzically sniffs. Runs the back 

of his hand under his nose. The copy 

fades, as Fallow takes his hand away. 

Blood smears the back of his hand. He 

looks at the copy, but it is too faint to 

see. He puts his hand back on the wall. 

The copy appears, looks at Fallow’s heart. 

He looks down. Blood drips onto his chest. 

He looks at the copy. Blood now runs down 

its chin, from his nose and eyes, down 

onto its chest. The blood worming onto the 
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driftwood frame, into and beneath the 

sand.  

5.   Fallow peers into the frame. CLOSER The 
dry sand moistens and grows darker. A 

small bulge appears under the sand. Breaks 

the wet sand apart, and out is born a 

butterfly made of shadow. It flies up, 

circles. And inside the frame of sand it 

searches across a garden of shadow. It 

notices another butterfly, flies down. The 

other lifts up and they dance briefly 

around each other. The second goes to 

leave, the first chases after but is 

attacked away. The second shadow butterfly 

flies into the distance, fading away. The 

first flies down to a tree branch. The 

butterfly shadow crumbles apart. The 

shadows fade away. 

6.   Fallow steps back from the wall, the 
lights dim. He rubs his eyes. Feels around 

his nose for blood. No blood. He shivers. 

Feels his chest, rubbing at his heart with 

his right hand. No wooden frame. He places 

his left palm on the back of his right 

hand. Presses hard. Anxiously breathing. 

7.   The lights go out. Barely seen, Fallow 
places his hand out before him, searching 

the darkness for some contact.  

8.   Fallow stumbles around. He bumps into the 
walls. LAUGHTER. The wall begins to play 

out an old film of the Victorian seaside, 

a pier in the far distance. Piano 

accompaniment and fairground noises, 

transform into screams as the sea turns to 

fire and engulfs the beach. Fallow puts 

his hands over his ears. The seaside film 

whites out. The volume raises. he beats at 

the wall, pulsing the room with white. The 

room becomes blindingly white. 

9.   The lights go out. Fallow tries the walls. 
Nothing. 

10. He moves around all the walls, presses 
them.  Nothing. 

11. The wall with the horrible image he tries 
last. But there is no wall there just 
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deeper and deeper darkness. He tentatively 

steps forward, his arms waving, testing 

the area in front of him. He stops. Steps 

back. Looks around. Goes to step forward. 

Stops. Forward. Stops. Fallow clenches his 

hands and steps into the darkness. 

12. END OF PART I 
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“fallow” 

 

BLACK 

 

FADE IN: 

 

EXT. 

 

Specks of grey (faded edges, illuminated) pinprick 

the black, flicker slowly (into fullness) and go out. 

Others appear for longer, brighter. They all go out. 

 

BEAT 

 

The grey specks return, tentatively, still flicker 

out then stronger/fuller.  

 

SFX: Waves crash dully, faintly. 

 

Some greylights that remain begin to expand further 

and for longer. These open out and form to a 

patchwork of grey filling the screen.  

 

Inside the grey patchwork, moving in ebb and flow a 

‘speck’ grows larger, and swims through the grey 

cosmos. 

 

In the distance within this expansion edges begin to 

appear, MOVING CLOSER, then corners seen only through 

the shadows they cast. 

 

A negative image of a room seen from the inside 

forms.  

 

The background to the room still goes through 

permutations of forming and fading. In the centre of 

the slowly forming floor, the larger, swimming 

‘speck’ is encased, struggles and stills.  

 

SFX: Briefly, waves crash again, faintly. Under this 

noise a hiss of difficult breathing.  

 

Light and sound fade out. 

 

BEAT 

 

On the floor should where the ‘speck was trapped body 

parts are becoming realised in the right corner of 

the box/space. They begin from the heart out and in 

contrast to the forming/fading background that swirls 

and moves in random patterns.  
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These parts fill in becoming more solid (like 

reversed soil erosion), then the ‘floor’ slows its 

movement down and firms up underneath and to the 

sides of the parts slowing the swirling patter 

completely. Moving out from the body across the floor 

and up the walls. Light and sound fade and judder 

out. 

 

FADE OUT: 

 

BEAT 

 

Slow Breathing.  

 

FADE IN: 

 

High above, FALLOW a thin, tall man in ragged 1940’s 

era ill-made clothes; tank-top, long sleeved 

collarless shirt, brogues. He lays crumpled on his 

right side, embryonic in the centre of the floor. 

 

A content, sleeping smile on his face slowly sinks. 

PAUSE. His chest slowly inflates, and a long breath 

is released and flattens out. 

 

PAUSE. 

 

His body shakes, stops, shakes a little becoming more 

frantic. His body contorts and spasms. His limbs 

flail. 

 

His right cuff is caught in the centre of the speck, 

trapped between the joins of the floor, and his 

body’s contortions are caught against this. 

 

The life drops out of his body and he flops heavily 

onto the floor. He bends his right arm, draws his 

knees under his chest, and towards the trapped right 

wrist, his head is bowed low.  

 

Tears start to form, fill at his eyes and eventually 

they fall from his chin onto the floor. The tears 

drop onto the speck, it begins to dissipate, the 

floor starting slowly to shift its fixed pattern, 

moving away from the trapped cloth, and his cuff is 

loosened.  

 

Becoming mesmerised he looks at the floor shifting 

and slowly draws his cuff out, then quickly couches, 

runs/falls, crawls to the corner of the room.  
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His back touches the wall and he yelps, faint screams 

are heard [screams erupt], as his cloth top smoulders 

where it had touched the wall.  

 

The speck is fully gone and the floor ceases to 

shift.  

 

Fallow looking between the corner of the room, the 

floor, then to the corner of the room, he crouches as 

low as he can, hugging at his knees and looking 

frantically around the room/space. His left hand goes 

over his shoulder to tentatively rub at his shoulder. 

 

Low laughter. 

 

Fallow looks up high towards a noise. The patchwork, 

grey/black mosaic ceiling is in deep shadow.  

 

He starts tentatively to stand, to look high, wary of 

the walls and the centre of the room. His legs buckle 

and he falls, trying to turn away from the wall, his 

palm hits it anyway and yelps but is surprised as 

there is no pain this time.  

 

Confused he slowly places his hand near the wall. He 

almost puts a finger to it, then pulls it sharply 

back. 

 

Fallow drops his head.  

 

Takes a breath. 

 

Then thrusts his palm angrily onto the wall.  

 

He relaxes. Breathes out. 

 

Looks curiously at his palm, then the wall. Touches 

the wall. No pain. Pushes harder. 

 

The wall ripples slightly, part of the patchwork 

shifts, and moves towards where his hand touched. He 

takes his hand away to look more closely at the wall.  

 

Whispers. 

 

He quickly draws back towards the centre of the room. 

Stumbling backwards, looking frantically around him. 

 

SFX: Low rolling sea. 
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Fallow walks over to and places his hands on the wall 

to the right of the last.  

Through the grey gauze-like wall, in black and white, 

he can just see the inside of a crane cab at a 

dockyard from very high up. 

 

The dockyard if full of warehouses and many 

containers, though no people. A grey incredibly wide 

river is over to his right. A faint reflection of 

Fallow in the glass of the cab. He steps away. The 

image fades. 

 

Fallow tries the next wall to the right. This wall is 

flat-blank though. He presses hard. The wall ripples 

out very slightly from his press. A very slight image 

comes forward to the wall. 

 

SFX: LOW WHISPERS. 

 

Through the wall, an old photograph of a small hill. 

Circling the base of the hill are tens of dead 

bodies. On the top of the hill is a gibbet, a man in 

bandages, on fire, is high up, chained within a cage. 

His neck is clearly broken. The dead bodies raggedly 

stand up, hold each other’s hands, look up to the sky 

and scream. 

 

SFX: Screams.  

 

Fallow shivers and contortions rack his body. He 

steps back. The image disappears, returning back 

through the grey wall. 

 

Tentatively he tries the wall to his right. Presses. 

Sees the outline of a person pressing back. Puts both 

hands on the wall and leans in. He sees a copy of 

himself. In a mirror of his room, though with dark 

burgundy walls that flow downwards like a fast river.  

 

Where the copy’s heart would be is a frame of old 

driftwood from a beach. He looks closer, leaning in. 

As he does, a little dry, dusty sand escapes from the 

frame. He looks at his chest. No frame, no sand.  

 

He looks at the reflection. It smiles. Sniffs twice. 

Fallow, quizzically sniffs. Runs the back of his hand 

under his nose. The copy fades, as Fallow takes his 

hand away. Blood smears the back of his hand. 
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He looks at the copy, but it is too faint to see. He 

puts his hand back on the wall. The copy appears, 

looks at Fallow’s heart. 

 

He looks down. Blood drips onto his chest. He looks 

at the copy. Blood now runs down its chin, from his 

nose and eyes, down onto its chest. The blood worming 

onto the driftwood frame, into and beneath the sand 

within the frame.  

 

Fallow peers into the frame. CLOSER. The dry sand 

moistens and grows darker. A small bulge appears 

under the sand. Pushes and cracks the wet sand apart, 

and out is born a butterfly made of shadow. It flies 

up, circles. And inside the frame of sand it searches 

across a shadow garden.  

 

It notices another butterfly, flies down. The other 

lifts up and they dance briefly around each other. 

The second goes to leave, the first chases after but 

is attacked away. 

 

The second shadow butterfly flies into the distance, 

fading away. The first flies down to a tree branch. 

The butterfly shadow crumbles apart. The shadows are 

caught in a light wind and fade away. 

 

Fallow sadly leans into the wall. Peers deeply into 

it, raises on tiptoe. 

 

He steps back from the wall, the lights dim. He rubs 

his eyes. Feels around his nose for blood. No blood. 

He shivers. Feels his chest, rubbing at his heart 

with the palm of his right hand. No wooden frame. He 

places his left palm on the back of his right hand. 

Presses hard. Anxiously breathing. 

 

The lights go out. Barely seen, Fallow places his 

hand out before him, searching the darkness for some 

contact. Fallow stumbles around. He bumps into the 

first wall. 

 

LAUGHTER.  

 

From a source outside the wall, is projected a 

clicking and flickering old film of the Victorian 

seaside, a pier in the far distance runs into the sea 

on the right.  
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Piano accompaniment and fairground noises, transform 

into screams as the sea turns to fire and engulfs the 

beach. 

 

Fallow puts his hands over his ears. The seaside film 

whites out. The volume raises. He beats at the wall, 

pulsing the room increasingly with white, and 

white/grey flames from the old film. The room becomes 

blindingly white. 

 

The lights go out. Fallow tries the walls. Nothing. 

He moves around all the walls, presses them.   

 

Nothing. 

 

The wall with the horrible image of the caged Fallow 

he tries last. But his hand presses though the black 

engulfing his arm. There is no wall there just deeper 

and deeper darkness. 

 

He tentatively steps forward, his arms slowly waving, 

testing the area in front of him. He stops. Steps 

back. Looks around. 

 

Goes to step forward. Stops. Forward. Stops. Fallow, 

his hands now at waist height, clench into fists. 

Determined he steps into the darkness. 

 

BEAT 

 

FADE OUT: 

 

BLACK 

 

END OF PART I 

 

BEAT 

 

PART II 

 

FADE IN: 

 

 

INT. LONG DARK CORRIDOR 

 

Fallow emerges from a black rectangular door space 

into a long dark corridor and stops still. 

 

He looks at the corridor that disappears into the 

distance.  
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Looks at the walls on both sides of him. They are 

incredibly high rising up like a canyon. He can just 

see the tops of the walls. They end in white/grey 

neon mist. More like a canyon than walls. 

 

The corridor shakes and shudders briefly.  

 

SFX: Neon crackle and buzz of electricity. 

 

Through the walls, thin lines of grey/white static 

briefly ripple and snake upwards to their top. 

 

He looks back, over his shoulder at the darkness 

behind him. The black doorspace slowly starts to 

dissipate, sinking away into the dark wall. 

 

He briefly smiles and closes his eyes. 

 

When he opens them again the door is gone, leaving 

only the wall. He goes to touch the wall, palm out. 

But stops himself, drawing his hand back into a fist. 

He turns around and starts to walk along the 

corridor. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

LATER 

 

FROM VERY HIGH ABOVE the thin corridor stretches out 

from the left and right of the frame. Fallow walking 

along the corridor to the left. He has his right 

fingertips out against the right wall at shoulder 

height trailing slightly behind him. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

ELS. The corridor floor extends across the entire 

frame. The corridor walls rise to the top of the 

frame, rippling slightly with grey/white static. 

Fallow walks to the left. 

 

MS. His eyes are closed as he walks. He stops to 

glide his fingertips in crescents across the wall. 

 

SFX: Briefly, faint classical music rises and falls. 

 

He listens to it for a moment. Sways his head 

slightly from side to side. He rubs at his eyes and 

looks at the corridor from front to back. There is no 

end in sight. 
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He sits down cross-legged on the floor, rests his 

back against the wall. Breathes deeply in and out. 

Begins to chuckle to himself. Stops, starts again, 

near tears. Stops. 

 

BEAT 

 

Rests the back of his head against the wall, and 

closes his eyes. 

 

BEAT 

 

The corridor begins to brighten, flaring in 

grey/white neon directly opposite Fallow. 

 

He quickly opens his eyes and sees a glossy beige 

interior household door form out of the wall. 

 

Other lights begin to appear along both sides of the 

corridor to his right.  

 

Fallow stands up and tears at the door handle. It 

resists then the door swings abruptly open. He steps 

into. 

 

 

INT. SMALL LOUNGE ROOM – DAY 

 

A small lounge, 1970’s décor. The yellowing wallpaper 

has large patterns of flowers. One worn couch. A 

small blue Formica table and two plastic and metallic 

chairs. Framed photographs of various sizes cover the 

wall by the table. Above a fireplace is a browning 

elliptical mirror. A small wooden television in one 

corner plays static. A long flat wooden radiogram by 

the front window. 

 

He walks over to the table to look at the photographs 

on the walls. In one of the photographs sees JUDITH, 

a woman of twenty-five holding a baby. The baby in a 

cot in another photograph. 

 

In another, Fallow sits rowing on a boating lake 

smiling into the camera. In another, the woman and 

the baby are on a beach, she looks lovingly down at 

the child. The sea is to the right, and a pier is in 

the background.  

 

In one, the woman and Fallow are in front of a 

registry office door, he’s in an old suit, she in a 

wedding dress. 
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In the centre is the largest picture frame. In the 

photograph, Fallow stands to the left behind the 

woman. She is sat on a chair, cradling a baby. He 

wears the same suit as the wedding photograph. She 

wears a floral print white and orange mini dress, her 

died blonde hair is pulled back in a bun. The baby is 

in a long white christening gown and white bonnet. 

 

SFX: A groan, and hissing breath. 

 

He turns behind him. On the couch now sits the woman 

in the same dress, her hair is down, dishevelled, 

blood seeps out of cuts at her stomach. She is 

holding hard onto her last breaths.  

 

He runs to her, kneeling down. Her eyes are closing. 

He puts his hands to her stomach. She looks at him 

afraid and tries to move away from him but her life 

drops out of her and she stops moving.  

 

He drops his head. 

 

SFX: A wooden creak, and heavy thud. 

 

Fallow looks up, and runs out of the lounge door. 

Briefly through a flat corridor and into. 

 

 

INT. THE CORRIDOR 

 

He turns around, exasperated, angry, he tries to head 

back into the room, but the door is no longer there. 

Crying, he punches, scratches and kicks at the wall, 

bloodying his knuckles and fingertips. 

 

He looks up the corridor towards the other 

lightdoors. Fallow runs twenty metres to the nearest 

on the left. 

 

This door is made of corrugated iron, earth has 

seeped out of the sides and out beneath the door. He 

pulls at the edges of the iron, but the door will not 

open. 

 

Fallow looks towards the next door twenty metres 

further along the corridor on the opposite side of 

the corridor.  

 

He runs towards it. 
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This door is the same as the glossy beige door, 

though appears older, the paint is cracked and 

bubbled. There are burn marks at the outside of the 

doorframe. The lower portion of the door has been 

kicked through. 

 

He pulls open the door. It jams part way.  

 

SFX: Baby crying.  

 

Fallow tries harder, the door opens abruptly as the 

bottom corner of the door breaks off. He steps 

through. 

 

 

INT. BEDROOM – DAY 

 

A small burnt out square bedroom. Its walls are 

cracked, and decayed. The floor from the left is 

cracked, dirty linoleum, burnt away as it approaches 

the right of the room where the floor is rotting 

timber. Directly in front is a grimy bedroom window, 

through it can be seen a dockyard and three cranes. 

In the bedroom an old plastic and metallic chair is 

on the left side of the window. On the right of the 

window and running along the right wall is a burnt-

out rectangle of springs. On top of this lays Fallow, 

dead many years. In this Fallow’s arms is the baby 

from the photograph in her christening gown and 

bonnet.  

 

She squirms and cries. 

 

He begins to head across, his hands reaching for her, 

then stops himself.  

 

Slowly he picks the baby up. 

 

He holds her to his chest, looking down at her face. 

She stops crying and starts to smile. He smiles back.  

 

In pain she starts to turn to wet sand. Parts of her 

legs, and right arm dry out and fall off. 

 

Fallow holds her tightly to his chest. The drying 

sand pours out between his fingers. 

 

All that is left is her head. Her eyes blink open, 

she looks up at Fallow, smiles. 
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Distraught, he lays the last of her onto the bed, and 

back inside the arms of the dead Fallow.   

 

She begins to form again, from sand to human. 

Inflating to her previous self in the christening 

gown. She coughs, breathes abruptly in and begins to 

squirm and cry. 

 

LOW LAUGHTER. 

 

Fallow looks up searching for the source of the 

noise. He only sees the cracked yellowing and burnt 

ceiling. 

 

He looks at the baby, crying in the dead Fallow’s 

arms. He looks at the window.  

 

Sits on the chair, looks outside. 

 

Closes his eyes and covers his ears with his hands. 

 

His hands close into fists and he begins to bang the 

sides of his head. 

 

He starts to rock backwards and forwards in the 

chair. 

 

LAUGHTER. 

 

He is now pounding at his forehead as he rocks 

forward. Tears begin to form in his eyes. 

 

Each strike creates grey/white lighting to jump along 

all the wall edges in the room. The walls briefly 

fade on each strike. 

 

He stops striking his head. 

 

LAUGHTER. 

 

Fallow rubs his hands over his face. Rubs away the 

tears. Stops himself from looking at the bed. He 

looks out the window. 

 

He becomes focussed on the central crane in the 

dockyard.  

 

He stands up, tries to open the window, but it is too 

firmly closed. He rubs at the grime to see more 

clearly. Wipes the tears from his face with renewed 

purpose, and runs his hands across the glass. Where 
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his hand touches the glass it melts to grey briefly 

then dissolves back to the grimy window. He rubs 

harder at the grime but it remains. 

 

He looks at his hand, and presses lightly at his tear 

duct with his left hand. Looks at a tear on his left 

index finger and presses it on the window. Grey 

expands from his finger into a small circle. The 

circle dissolves back to grimy window. He abruptly 

laughs. 

 

The walls and floor dissolve to black. The bed and 

chair fades away. 

 

Fallow looks up into blackness. 

 

Looks around the room. Presses his hand against the 

nearest wall. Sees a reflection of himself peering 

in. 

 

Fallow puts both hands on the wall and leans in. The 

walls of his room shift to dark burgundy. They flow 

downward like a fast river. He sees a copy of 

himself. In a mirror of his room, though with dark 

walls. He looks at his chest, sees an old driftwood 

frame full of sand. Looks at the mirror copy and 

smiles, sniffs twice as tears start to form. He rubs 

at his eyes with his right hand, then his nose as 

blood begins to drip.  

 

He puts his hand back onto the wall. The wall under 

his palm shifts to grey. He tries to step back but 

only his tear and bloodstained right hand comes away 

from the wall. Stepping back with his right leg, a 

visual echo of himself remains in position with both 

palms against the wall. 

 

He frantically pulls hard away from the wall. Rubs at 

his eyes and nose and rubs around his stuck left 

palm. Grey forms around his left hand and he tears 

his hand away from the wall. 

 

Out of breath he looks at the copy of himself. Blood 

from its nose has run down his chest into the 

driftwood encased sand. 

 

He looks at his chest. No frame, no sand.  

 

He looks at both the copies of himself. Looks at the 

driftwood frame and watches a shadow butterfly raise 

up. 
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SFX: Slow deep rumbling wingbeats 

 

It flies across a shadow garden, meets another 

butterfly and is rejected. 

 

He watches himself in the other room lean sadly into 

the wall. Peer deeply into the room, raise on tiptoe. 

Both copy Fallow’s pressing the wall step back. The 

mirror room fades its lights dim.  

 

The walls of this room turn to black. 

 

The copy Fallow looks down at his driftwood heart. 

 

Fallow touches his copy’s shoulder. Static crackles 

around his hand, and passes through his body. The 

copy turns away as if burnt. Looking, but cannot see 

Fallow. 

 

The copy moves to a corner and sits down cradling 

himself. The copy closes his eyes and a tear drops 

down his cheek. 

 

Fallow steps over to the copy, leans down and touches 

his cheek. A brief static crackles, and they look 

directly at each other. Gasp. They share a tentative 

smile.  

 

Around them the walls become transparent. There are 

Fallow’s in each room.  

 

WALL 1 

In the wall on the right a Fallow in sanatorium 

clothes looks down towards them through a French 

door. Behind him is a psychiatrist’s office. 

Reflected slightly in the glass of the door is a 

field and a line of trees off in the distance. 

 

WALL 2 

In the wall behind them they see a man on fire 

screaming, in a gibbet, hanging from a crane.  

 

WALL 3 

In the wall to their left they see a badly burned 

Fallow dragging himself out of the sea onto concrete 

steps. Behind him a dockside warehouse burns brightly 

in the night. 

 

WALL 4 

In the wall to their left, a Fallow and Judith sit at 

a table in a dark old city pub. Their fingers are 
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touching over the tabletop. Fallow’s hands are up. 

Judith’s down. They are looking at each other 

smiling, then quickly and guiltily to the Wall. This 

sequence rewinds and repeats every two seconds.  

 

FLOOR 

Through the floor below, slowly fading in, but still 

slightly out of focus lays a bandaged man in a 

hospital bed. He struggles to raise his hand. Then 

tries to pull a bandage away from his eyes. He breaks 

apart the bandages and looks up at them, and all the 

other rooms. 

 

Fallow looks at the walls again, and finally at the 

floor. He looks at his copy Fallow in the corner of 

the room. They smile. Fallow reaches for his copy’s 

tears.  

 

Fallow stands up and walks to the WALL 1 sanatorium 

Fallow. He reaches through the wall. 

 

SFX: Static 

 

It parts with a grey outline. He takes a tear onto 

his fingertip. 

 

He walks to WALL 2. Fallow puts his hand through the 

wall. 

 

SFX: Static 

 

Through the bars of the gibbet and through the flames 

to the face of the burning, screaming Fallow and 

collects a burning tear. 

 

Fallow walks to WALL 3. He pushes his hand through 

the wall. 

 

SFX: Static 

 

It parts with a grey outline. And he reaches down to 

the Fallow on the concrete dockside steps, gathering 

a tear. 

 

Fallow walks to WALL 4. He pushes his hand through 

the wall. 

 

SFX: Static 

 

It parts with a grey outline. He takes a tear from 

the Fallow with Judith in the dark old city pub. 
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Fallow walks to the centre of the room. Sits down 

cross-legged. He looks at the bandaged man looking up 

at him. Fallow smiles, reaches down with his left 

hand to the floor and pushes down. He closes his eyes 

in concentration. Grey/white lighting begins to jump 

along all the wall edges in the room. The Fallows 

through the Walls begin to fade. The copy Fallow in 

this room fades last.  

 

The edges of the room dissolve and crumble.  

Fallow presses harder onto the floor. Opens his eyes 

and looks at the bandaged man coming more into focus. 

 

The component parts of the walls become specks of 

grey once more, as at the beginning. 

 

Fallow in great concentration and intensity looks 

down at the man in the bed. 

 

Fallow begins to dissipate, transforming into grey 

dust. He takes his hand off the floor and stands up.  

 

The floor fades out. 

 

Fallow raises his arms up to shoulder height and 

looks up to the ceiling and smiles. A golden 

translucent butterfly raises out of his heart and 

circles upwards. 

 

Fallow is gone. The walls begin to flicker into 

specks of grey.  

 

SFX: Waves crash dully faintly. Underneath this a 

last breath is slowly let out. 

 

These specks dissolve further. The golden butterfly 

is now a speck. It briefly flares and is gone. The 

specks of grey forming the space FADE OUT. 

 

 

THE END 
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8. NOTES 
 

And they look at each other one behind the wall, the 

other in front of the wall, but they both are inside 

their own cell. Seeing from the inside out, from the 

inside to the outside. 

 
Interior exterior interior exterior 
 
The worlds they see through each others window is made of their own 
hopes and fears, envy and desire. 
Fallow sees grass behind Punch through his window. 
Punch sees… what does punch see and why..? 
 
Fallow ~ Further Treatment ~ “Swings and Butterfly Wings” 
23.8.10 ~ Further Notes 
 
Fitting Fallow and Dell Arte together? 
 
This is the story of that moment… a longer story of a shorter moment in another 
story… Consider how this could be a way of imagining how the narratives fit 
together. 
 
The shadow of the butterfly is trapped in Fallow’s chest, through the 
box1 where his heart should be there is a black hole, deep inside the 
box is a corridor, that leads to his cage. Along the way to his cage his 
memories/demons attack him. 
 
 
He is looking at himself on the floor, waking 
He is on the other side of the mirror looking at himself forming (?) – he 
knows what he went through after seeing his formed self but he tries to 
stop him (?) – but is unable to as Punch draws him away. 
 
So,  
In Fallow ~ Part I 
Fallow is made and becomes aware of himself, and needs to escape this 
new awareness – he sees a shrouded figure look at him from the other 
side of the wall (through the words shifting of the journal, moving on the 
walls of the cell/cage), the figure screams and yells at him, and Fallow is 
afraid of him. 
 
In Fallow ~ Part II 
After Fallow has journeyed for a while he comes to the other side of the 
wall and watches himself be formed, and yells and sobs at himself not to 
be made. 
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Part I ~ the forming, the pain/despair, the revulsion, the escape (from 
self) the darkest wall (where the loneliest screams come from, the lowest 
whispers, the softest sobs) that is/becomes the tunnel, fallow disappears 
into the dark wall and fades out… 
 
Part II ~  …the wall of darkness that Fallow walks through, the 
corridor/the road, the realisation, the game/endgame? the dissolution, 
reality tearing, the bandaged man. 
 
 
 
1The sides of the box he is caged in 
His chest holds a box, its sides are made of driftwood (washed ashore at 
the pier, lost, at sea, a letter in a bottle (found on the sand that pours from 
his heart hole), noises here of the sea – perhaps seagull very low, the 
sound of sand blown across the desert – loss/lost). The wood is bleached 
by the sun. 
 
 
Christian and Cass, when they were kids were cycling on their bikes and 
found there way onto a cul-de-sac, that stuck itself in a memory. A place 
seemingly with no way out 
 
Fragments of memory impose (in repose) 
 
The Pier 
‘Casper Fallow’ 
In Casper Fallow’s journal, he has been a puppet maker, puppeteer, 
storyteller, dock worker, Punch, young Casper Fallow. Different voice of 
the different versions of the same character intrude, and are found in the 
sanatorium journal (Observance) 
 
The Quay 
‘Christian Jensen’ 
Remembers, the sea smell, sludge, diesel, clay, agonised fire. 
From his hospital bed in Bournemouth, his voice is heard in/he writes in 
Casper Fallow’s journal (poetry? That hints that he is the brother…) the 
sounds of metal and industrial machinery 
 
Desistence 
‘Casper’ 
…. 
 
Should I consider further the look and style of the character in the outline 
even though it’s most often shown in the character illustrations? 
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1. PREMISE 
 

The Pier 
 
 
 

A young Casper Fallow loses his brother in a late night fire at a pier 
he and his younger brother Christian had gone to, to play out the 
Punch and Judy show they had become enraptured with. Casper 
draws into himself after the death of his brother and is eventually 
brought to a sanatorium for treatment. Unable to escape the feeling 
of guilt he creates another world to punish himself, falling into the 
disturbing electrochemical terror of Dell Arte, and creating a punisher 
to exact retribution for his brother’s death. Punch. 
As Casper’s life shatters around him loathsome thoughts and 
seething voices of retribution and guilt conspire to destroy the last of 
Casper’s mind until a moment of desperate insight crashes his world 
and his screams escape into a grey formless world. 
Punch seeks to destroy Casper again, but absolution is found and 
Casper Fallow leaves the sanatorium in 1994, mostly able, but still 
quietly hopeful for a healing. 

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
The Pier tells the story of Casper Fallow, from birth to death across 89 years through 

a four volume mini-series / graphic novel. The story begins with his birth in 

Chapter I, and ends with his death as he looks out to sea sat on a chair at the end of 

the pier. 

It examines the effect of his brother’s death upon him, and is told primarily through 

the journal entries of Casper Fallow from his time in, and after the sanatorium, 

however other versions of the character will manifest in the entries: Christian Jensen 

(The Quay), Punch (Dell Arte), Charles Fallow (Dell Arte), and Fallow (Fallow),  

The Pier is the story of Casper Fallow’s damaged psyche, his sickening and partial 

healing at the sanatorium; his treatment, his release, and finally his career as a 

puppet maker and Punch and Judy storyteller.  

 
The Pier: 

Chapter I ~ Fire 

Chapter II ~ A Solution to Sanity 

Chapter III ~ Long Day 

Chapter IV ~ The Sea Calls Crisply and Falls Away Gently 
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The Pier: Chapter I ~ Fire 

This comic begins with Casper Fallow’s birth in 1947, and follows him up to his 

brother Christian’s death in 1957 at the fire on the pier. Casper is aged eight, his 

younger brother Christian is aged six. 

 

The Pier: Chapter II ~ A Solution to Sanity 

1960, Casper Fallow travels once again to the sanatorium with his father. He had 

been once briefly in the gap between the first and second chapters, and in this 

chapter enters the sanatorium three times. It is in this stay in the sanatorium where 

one of the worst attacks takes place (which itself manifests as the mixed-media short 

‘dell’ Arte)’. 

Casper’s behaviour becomes terrible at this time, as he has hid deeply inside the 

personality of Punch who now ‘controls’ him. 

The treatments here are electroshock and numbing pharmaceuticals. 

In 1969 he leaves for four years. 

 

The Pier: Chapter III ~ Long Day 

Casper returns to the sanatorium in 1973 and stays until 1989.  

The treatments in this chapter are more psychoanalytical, discursive. Casper Fallow 

ruminates more deeply about the events which brought him to the sanatorium and 

that affect him still. Though fewer, Casper is still prescribed with some 

pharmaceuticals as he acts out (as he is catalysed and shaped by) events within the 

novel The Quay. These are administered by nurse Foster. In this chapter, the 

song/yell Stain collides with this story. The impact pushes Casper deeper inside 

himself, and generates here the character of Fallow (made by Punch in the 

transmedially connected short animation story, Fallow). 

 

The Pier: Chapter IV ~ The Sea Calls Crisply and Falls Away Gently 

In 1993 Casper leaves the sanatorium for the last time. We call in to Casper Fallow’s 

life in short episodes, snapshots of insight into this last journey of his.  

In 2010, Casper dreams of flames again, later at a hospital to perform for a 

children’s unit he walks past a room with a man with terrible burns – this gives him 

terrible dreams for many weeks.  
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Casper continues to go to therapy groups – it is partly this that draws him into the 

hospital, and which brings him to see the man (Christian Jensen) in the burn unit. 

2036, Christian dies on the end of the Pier, surrounded by spectres from his past.  

 

The Pier: Chapter I ~ Fire 

This chapter begins with Casper’s birth, and follows him up to his brother 

Christian’s death at the fire on the pier (Chapter I and IV, both end in version of 

the character’s death). In the majority of the story Casper is aged eight, his younger 

brother Christian is aged six. 

The Pier is reflective, and begins with Casper Fallow attempting to piece together 

some fragments of his birth. 

As in the other stories, Casper is lied to about who he is, by the others fragments of 

himself around him. The story begins when he is waking, disoriented, coming out of 

(but actually being born into) this dream.  

He is explaining the memories of his birth. To himself, and to the people on the end 

of the pier with him at the end of the story in Chapter IV (although here the images 

are of his home, while at the end of Chapter 4, they are different images with the 

same caption/monologue). Casper telling the story fixes it in place for Christian 

Jensen in The Quay. 

 

 

1947 Casper Fallow born in Chelsea (Queen Charlotte’s Hospital), 22.11.1947. 

1949 Christian Fallow born in Bournemouth – (West Hants Hospital), 
28.10.1949. 

1953  Casper and Christian see a Punch and Judy show in Bournemouth and they 
fall into the joy and fear of the performance. 

 They enjoy the thrill of the show so much they create their own versions of 
it at home (home is haunted by Punch? – standing for Christian’s father in 
The Quay?). 

 They go back as many times as they can across the next few years (until it 
becomes something of a concern for their parents). 

 They are eventually banned from the show, told to grow up. 

 However they go back on their own, just before the summer season is to 
start, are caught and sent home, and are finally banned from returning. 
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1956 Christian Fallow dies in the pier fire, 1.10.1956.  

However they sneak back, wanting to put the whole Pier on and accidentally 
set fire to it. In the ensuing fire, Christian Fallow dies. 

 

END OF CHAPTER I. 
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2. THE CAST: CHARACTER OUTLINES 

 

Casper Fallow 

Character Development Ideas 

 

Born in Chelsea hospital in 1947. In 1953 he sees a Punch and Judy show in 

Brighton and falls into the joy and fear of the performance. Following the death of 

his brother Christian, he is admitted into the Hampshire Sanatorium/Hospice 

briefly in 1961 and another two times until a long stay in 1973, staying in the 

Sanatorium until 1994. In this time a variety of treatments are used on Casper, 

which manifest out into the broken stories and worlds of dell’ Arte and Fallow. In 

1994 Casper Fallow leaves the sanatorium – out of time with the world, his home 

gone to a building development he falls back on making Punch and Judy dolls and 

performing his story on Brighton Pier. 

 

Casper Fallow is trying to find his way out of the madness of Punch (as seen in dell’ 

Arte) by tricking Punch into remembering there was a person that came before him. 

Casper is hiding in Punch as he hides from the pain and guilt he feels over the death 

of his brother (fleeing into to madness of a killer ‘Punch’ to relinquish/surrender 

the pain of killing) - but somewhere deep inside Punch, Casper wants to be free of 

this prison, pushing (allowing) Punch unknowingly and unwittingly into creating the 

persona of Fallow, who through his construction and realisation aids in separating, 

reorganising and compartmentalising the memories of Casper Fallow and Punch.  

Casper can’t be with his family that he feels makes him a reminder of their loss 

(even though their healing can only begin when they are all together). And so trying 

to save them their pain, only reinforces it. 

Casper seeing this pain distances him further, and so he needs to hide as far as he 

can from himself and others. 

The Fallow house, became like a house of secrets, no one sharing their shared grief, 

hiding it away from each other. Casper however can see this as ghostly apparitions, 

like empty outlines, as they try to hide their thoughts and feelings that are brought 

up when he is with them. He thinks he is seeing the shape of their thoughts 

and feelings around him, if they brush past him he initially jolts out of their 

way, then later learns to pretend not to see them or be affected by them. 
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[shown in flashback sequence in chapter 2, as he is still very much tied into the past] 

He is haunted by the emotions of others, and thinks causing the death of his 

brother broke a tie that fixed him in the real world. 

(Should he find out he was adopted only after?) 

(The Pier, if Christian – in the Pier – had been taken in by his biological father) 

As a boy Casper Fallow is what Christian Jensen imagines a ‘typical’ upper class boy 

would behave like, though this is based mostly on old black and white films and 

impressions of ‘class’. 

Casper Fallow blames himself for the death of his younger brother. He distances 

himself from others as he has become afraid of making connections, for he is 

concerned about any emotional repercussions as connections cause pain. 

In the first comic, the boys are full of energy. In the later comics, Casper is without 

energy. 

In Chapter 3, he finally lets himself talk, though because he has been astray in his 

head, ‘away’ for such a long time he has not learnt ‘appropriate’ behaviour, seeming 

sometimes childish and wilful, innocent and cruel. 

Casper Fallow does not understand why his brother died. He can blame himself for 

going to the pier where he died, but can’t understand his brother’s death. As such, 

and with prompting from Dr Andrews and Nurse Foster he attempts to work out 

the reason for things, examine and contemplate them, then through describing them 

fix them as understood and not transitive and intangible as the ghosts in his old 

home – through describing and naming them he fixes them, taking away their 

power over him. 

In Chapter 4, he sees Judith outside of the sanatorium. 

He tells this story from chapter 4, and the story catches up with him there, when his 

relaying of the story from point in the fourth chapter syncs with his telling. (should 

this be Capter 3, where he is telling the doctor, or keep this as, “I said to Doctor 

Symonds…” – keep it like this) 

This effects the tone of the story,  - reminiscing, slightly fixed, but in process – 

mostly answered, but still ultimately, slightly unsure of it all… 
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Primary Characters (what from the ‘roles’ is the he iconic/visual signature?) 

Christian Fallow    [Brother - Baby] 

Martin Fallow   [Father/composer - Judge/Hangman] 
Slim, tall man, unruly slicked back brown hair. White 
shirt, no tie. V-neck tank-top. Slate grey trousers, 
brown brogues. 
He taps his pipe like a gavel? 
Barely speaks – head in music. 

Miriam Fallow   [Mother - Priest] 
Slim, tall woman, short, lightly curling light brown 
hair, cut at shoulder. Light green blouse with 
rounded collars. Wears a small silver cross on top of 
the blouse [one day reflections from this blind 
Casper], dark brown thin cardigan. Long and straight 
dark brown skirt, cut to calf height. Flat shoes 

Dr. Sebastian Andrews   [Institute Head - Devil] 

Dr. Carl Symonds  [Doctor - Priest] 

Elspeth Lloyd   [Head Nurse - Judge/Clown] 

Judith Foster    [Nurse - Judy] 

Jack Booth   [Her boyfiend ~ Policeman] 

Punch 

Fallow 

 

 

 

3. LOCATIONS / SETTINGS 

1) The house (in Bournemouth) 

2) Casper’s bedroom (/cell) 

3) The hut/boathouse (Casper and Christian’s old boathouse play area) 

4) The pier (chapter 1. young Casper) 

5) The sanatorium 

6) The sanatorium grounds 

7) The woods (surrounding the sanatorium) 

8) The river in the woods 

9) Casper’s sanatorium room (/cell – shaped similarly to the cell in Fallow) 

10) The flat (Casper’s new residence. A small tower block of flats from the 
1960’s) 

11) The pier (chapter 4. older Casper) 
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The Pier ~ Chapter I 

Fire & Water 

Outline 

 

Written by  

Brian Fagence 
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The Pier ~ Chapter I 

Fire & Water 

 
PAGES 1 & 2 PANELS 

1947 Casper’s birth. Montage of perceived memories of 

what it may have been like. 

In 1948 they move to a hillside house in Bournemouth. 

1949 Christian’s birth. This is repeated two year 

later his brother is born. 

 

 

PAGE 3  PANELS 

Growing up in the Fallow home, long summer 

 

 

PAGE 4  PANELS 

1953 Going to the seaside / family excursion 

 

 

PAGE 5  PANELS 

Going on the Pier, their first show. The boys are both 

drawn into the show. Small Punch and Judy show here. 

 

 

PAGE 6 & 7 PANELS 

The boys excitedly play the show out at home late into 

the night – after early support and putting on a 

performance for their parents they make up other 

stories. After a few nights they are told not too, to 

play other games. To play with the family. Father 

busy, reluctant to join in. 

 

 

PAGE   8  PANELS 

They go to the attic to play in secret. The boys make 

their own booth and puppets 

They play into the night, and from the attic window 

they see the lights stagger on across the pier. 

 

 

PAGE 9  PANELS 

The boys are denied the pier. They take a trip to the 

pier on their own, hope not to come home too late, but 

are caught. 

 

 

PAGE 10  PANELS 

Knowing it will be their last chance before it will be 

closed down the brothers plan the late night pier 

visit, they see it as a quest (make this hopeful, 
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daring, dangerous, but also magical – perhaps 

nostalgic?). 

Something in the background never felt right, like 

they were inexorably heading their. 

 

 

PAGE 11  PANELS 

1956 Birthday celebrations for Christian begin in the 

background of the story 

So caught up in preppeing his show for Christian he 

doesn’t notice the party celebrations for his brother. 

Casper has been working on the show for ages, as he 

wants to give the show to his brother as his birthday 

present 

 

 

PAGE 12   PANELS 

The journey down, somewhat echoes their first trip 

down, but they are more familiar and cautious of the 

route. It is the same route, but at the very end of 

the daylight, so by the time they get to the Pier, it 

has turned from dusk to dark. 

 

 

PAGE 13   PANELS 

They get onto the pier. They set up their show 

The brothers went onto the pier, one of the last few 

to enter the old iron gates when it was open, then hid 

in one of the old huts left to disrepair on the pier. 

They hear fragments of conversation, that it has 

fallen to disrepair, and good it’s closing, just hope 

someone will put up the money for it to be repaired 

well. Some are asking if someone else wants to go to 

the pub. 

 

 

PAGE 14  PANELS 

It feels like hours, but finally the pier is closing, 

the last few promenaders leave, and then the staff 

leave for homes and pubs. The lights from the pier are 

going out. 

 

 

PAGE 15  PANELS 

Casper wants to set up their show, in fact his 

birthday show for his brother, but Christian want to 

explore the pier at night. Casper lights a match in 

the small hut where they have hid to make his point 

stronger, but it’s his brother and it’s his brother’s 

birthday, so he will do anything for him. 
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PAGE 16  PANELS 

They look around the building of the pier, check the 

locks, explore the old huts and shops, but finally 

wander down together to the Punch and Judy booth 

before them on the end of the pier to set up their 

show. 

 

 

PAGE 17  PANELS 

Casper begins to tell it to Christian, but he is not 

there, he has hidden for fun. 

Casper has readied the booth, put lanterns on either 

side of the stage so that the show can be seen, put 

his puppets around him, stepped onto the box he needs 

to perform to the height of the booth, and begins to 

speak his first few lines. 

“Ladies and Gentlemen, pray how do you do? If you’re 

all happy I’m all happy too. Stop and hear my merry 

little play. If I don’t make you laugh, I need not 

make you pay.” 

We see Casper waiting for a response from Christian. 

Begins his lines again,  

“If I make you laugh, I need not make you pay!” 

Still nothing, so Casper edges up, on tiptoes to the 

opening to look through from the stage, but Christian 

is nowhere to be seen. He has hidden for fun. [Does 

the audience know this?] 

 

PAGE 18  PANELS 

Casper looks for Christian, and when he finds him they 

briefly tussle, but they get back to the booth and 

Christian begins again, angrily to Christian. 

 

 

PAGE 19  PANELS 

He tells him to sit and stay, Christian afraid, backs 

and slides away from him, knocking the lanterns over. 

The flames run along the dry pier, towards the hut 

behind them and beginning to ignite the other 

lanterns. 

They turn behind them, the little booth is lit. The 

blanket strips flame upwards. The puppets begin to 

burn too, they see punch and the devil in flames 

 

PAGE 20  PANELS 

The boys search desperately for a way out. See the hut 

collapse and fall sideways and down to the sea below. 

They hold hands and jump over the lantern flames 

towards the end of the pier. 
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Christian stumbles and slips away from Casper to the 

rails. 

 

PAGE 21  PANELS 

Christian falls away from Casper in the fire. Burning 

he falls into the water. 

The fire across the pier grows, Christian jumps down 

into the water after Casper, but hits a ledge hard. 

Casper attempts to go underwater to retrieve his 

brother, but he is lost in the dark sea. He thinks he 

sees a faint ghost of him, trying to swim to him but 

he ends up on the beach. 

(Underwater – invert colour, black sea, white outline 

for characters) 

(End of page 21 – blurred image of seaside town and 

beach from Casper’s POV) 

 

 

PAGE 22 [1 panel] 

PANEL 1. LONG SHOT. From the top of the page, dark 

clouds are beginning to form in the night sky, partly 

hiding the faint moon on the right. Mid page, the Pier 

(jutting out from the left) collapsing in pieces, in 

flames. 

 

Coming up to the foreground, Casper lays broken three-

quarters out of the dark sea. The perspective is from 

the beach/street divide and head height, looking 

across the sand towards the Pier. 

 

 

THE END 
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PAGE 1  (4 PANELS) 

 

The panels are like old black and white 

photographs laid across a photo album page.  

 

Panel 1. EXT. LS. Queen Charlotte’s Hospital - 

DAY 

1930’S Large redbrick gothic hospital building. 

Tall square towers at either end of the building 

front. Square white metal framed windows. Many 

passers-by. A car blurs past from left to right. 

Two nurses walk up two steps in front of its 

large ornate door. 

 

CAPTION 

1947. Chelsea. Queen 

Charlotte’s Hospital.  

 

Panel 2. INT. CU. Private hospital room. 

MIRIAM FALLOW, sits up in a hospital bed cradling 

a sleeping baby CASPER FALLOW in her arms. Tired, 

she’s looking happily, directly up at the 

photographer. 

 

CAPTION 

The big day. 

 

Panel 3. INT. MS. Chelsea Apartment lounge - DAY. 

FROM ABOVE. Casper Fallow is tucked up, sleeping 

in a 1940’s era pram. 

 

Panel 4. INT. Chelsea apartment lounge. White 

clean/bare Victorian design. Cardboard boxes fill 

the room, on the floor and settee. An upright 

piano is in the corner of the room to the right 

of a large central window. MARTIN FALLOW, a thin 

man with slicked back but unruly hair sits, 

curved forward, on a wooden chair making notes on 

a white sheet above the keys. He wears a white 

shirt rolled up to above his elbows, a beige v-

necked tank top sweater, dark grey trousers, and 

dark brown brogues. Tea cup on top right of 

piano. Ashtray on top left in which rests a pipe. 

The top of the pram is in the bottom of the 

frame. Slight ghostly reflection in the central 

window of Miriam, taking the photograph. 

 

CAPTION 

When we grew up, everything, 

from what I’m told. I imagine 

was quite, average. 
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PAGE 2 (4 PANELS) 

 

Panel 1. This longer ‘photograph’, is horizontal 

across the top of the page (letterbox style). Wide 

landscape photo from out at sea looking towards 

the seaside and pier. Pier is just off centre to 

the right. Hillside rises up behind, and into 

rolling hills on either side of the seaside. It’s 

raining, there are grey clouds above. 

 

CAPTION 

We moved about a year and a 

half after I was born. 

 

CAPTION 

To Bournemouth. 

 

Panel 2. Photograph of a Large Semi-Detached Brick 

House, quite rural. 

The right end of the roof slopes down. There is a 

peaked extension from this right. The first floor 

window from the left is small and circular. The 

next to its right is tall and thin, then a large 

bay window that sits above the same type bay 

window beneath. 

A small conservatory is on the left side of the 

ground floor, then to its right, the door, 

recessed four foot, then the bay window. 

 

Martin and Miriam Fallow stand outside their new 

house. Miriam is on the left, she smiles down at 

baby CHRISTIAN who she is holding to her right. 

Martin holds Casper, on his left hip. Martin, head 

leaning to his left, looks up to the sky. 

 

CAPTION 

From what I can picture 

though, something must have 

been there right at the 

start. 

 

Panel 3. EXT. MS. Martin and Miriam laughing and 

looking at each other, their bodies half-turned 

toward each other as a downpour forces them 

inside.   

 

CAPTION 

Or at least somewhere we were 

heading. 

 

Panel 4. EXT. MS. The Fallow’s doorway. Closed. 
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PAGE 3  (7 PANELS) 

 

INT. HALLWAY.  

The entire page is the hallway, and seven panels 

are located on top of this page. 

 

The Fallow’s front door is OPEN and partially seen 

in left of page. A long corridor runs down to the 

rear of the house. 

 

From the doorframe, running two feet inward are 

square tiles fitted diagonally. These are enclosed 

by a slim wooden floorboard. From this floorboards 

run straight to the back of the hallway. At the 

end of the hallway is a stable door with the top 

door open. A garden can be seen from the open part 

of the door. 

 

Halfway along on the right of the page, wide 

stairs run up the right wall to the first floor. 

They are half the width of the hallway. The carpet 

is burgundy, there are white painted edges four 

inches wide on either side of the carpet.  

 

The captions run down the left hand side of the 

ceiling. 

 

CAPTION 

Through the years we were 

unable to stand still.  

 

CAPTION 

Just running in circles  

 

CAPTION 

When I remember it.  

 

CAPTION 

We couldn’t wait. 

 

Panel 1. Immediately on the left wall is a door. 

Martin Fallow is walking through the door, a 

quarter way out of the hallway and into the room. 

He is translucent, only a white line drawing.  

 

Panel 2. On the left, further up the hallway, six 

year old Casper Fallow is standing against the 

near doorframe to the kitchen, stretching upwards 

as much as he can. His mother Miriam is drawing a 

line with a pencil over his head onto the 

doorframe.  
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PAGE 3 (CONT’D) 

 

Panel 3. Christian Fallow aged four and to 

Casper’s left, has his back on the wall and is on 

his tiptoes, trying to shove Casper out of the way 

with his shoulder. 

This panel is enlarged by 10/15% from the 

background page. 

 

Panel 4. In the foreground, a three year old 

Christian Fallow rides on the back of Christian 

Fallow who is dressed in cowboy clothes, age five. 

They are heading out the front door. They are 

translucent, only a white outline. 

 

Panel 5. Near the top of the stairs, Casper is 

chasing Christian up the stairs. They are 

translucent, only a white outline. 

 

Panel 6. At the bottom of the stairs Christian 

aged three and Casper aged five are sitting on the 

bottom stair drinking lemonade. They are 

translucent, only a white outline. 

 

Panel 7. Immediately on the right wall after the 

front door is a dresser, then a door into the 

living room. Miriam is pushing a pram out the 

front door. Her head is down, looking at the 

babies in the pram.  

Miriam and the pram are translucent, only a white 

outline.  
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PAGE 4  (8 PANELS) 

 

Panel 1. CLOSE UP. Knife slices through last crust 

of a white bread sandwich on a wooden chopping 

board. The other crusts and a few crumbs frame the 

sandwich. 

 

CAPTION 

It feels always inexorable, 

when I think about it.  

 

Panel 2. MEDIUM SHOT. Miriam Fallow wears a white 

blouse, sleeves neatly rolled up to her elbows, 

very dark brown skirt cut to mid calf which flairs 

out slightly at the calf. She wears a sky blue 

half pinny around her waist, two front pockets. 

She is tying a string bow around the sandwiches 

now wrapped in greaseproof paper. She calls 

upwards and behind her. 

  

MIRIAM 

Boys! Your satchels! 

 

Panel 3. Framed by the door to the kitchen, 

looking in towards Miriam. On either side of the 

door frame are Casper on the left and Christian on 

the right both hidden behind the wall. They are 

both dressed in light grey short sleeve shirts and 

dark grey trousers. Casper is wearing shoes, 

Christian is barefoot. They lean slightly to peak 

into the kitchen. 

 

CAPTION 

It’s like I’m trapped in it. 

 

CAPTION 

I suppose that’s why I almost 

never do. Think about it I 

mean. 

 

Panel 4. From kitchen, Miriam side on, is cleaning 

her hands with a tea towel looking down to the 

boys. The boys both have both their hands on the 

top satchel handle, holding the satchel up in 

front of them to their mother. Their heads are 

slightly bowed, but they are both clearly 

giggling. 
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PAGE 4 (CONT’D) 

 

CAPTION 

It just falls in though. 

Not unexpected, suddenly 

there. 

 

Panel 5. P.O.V. the boys. Miriam is smiling down 

to the them.  

 

MIRIAM 

Casper, go tell father we’re 

almost ready. 

 

Panel 6. In the hallway Miriam heading into the 

lounge on the right. Christian follows her, his 

satchel trailing behind him from his right hand. 

Casper is heading into the first room on the left 

from the front door. 

 

MIRIAM 

Come on Chrissy. Those shoes 

won’t find themselves. 

 

Panel 7. WIDE SHOT. Casper, faces towards the 

middle of a closed double wooden framed French 

door. There are eight panels of glass in each of 

the doors. He is knocking near the handle.  

Through the glass into the conservatory beyond 

Martin Fallow is sat at an upright piano, he is 

dressed as before, white shirt, beige tank top, 

dark grey trousers, dark brown brogues. There are 

two tea cups on the top right of the piano, on the 

top left rests his pipe in an ashtray. 

Beyond Martin is their garden which runs down to a 

privet hedge, a white gate, trees run along the 

left of the garden, a high privet hedge is the 

boundary to the right. Beyond this in the distance 

is the sea. 

Martin’s back is to Casper, his body is hunched 

forward, and there is a pencil behind his left 

ear. Martin is writing on musical notation paper 

with his left hand. His right hand is about to 

come down on the piano keys. 

 

CAPTION 

Like a slow weight, 

descending. 

I can’t describe it. Sorry. 
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Panel 8. CLOSER, on Casper’s hand as he knocks 

again. Martin turned around to the knock, he peers 

confusedly towards Casper, his left hand still 

writing on the paper. 

 

 

 

PAGE 5  (2 PANELS) 

 

This page is broken into two panels, roughly 

diagonally from top right of page to bottom left 

of page creating a top left triangle, panel 1, and 

bottom right triangle panel 2.  

 

Panel 1. LONG SHOT – DAY. Bright summer’s day, the 

Fallow family are heading down to beach. They are 

heading towards the small pier in the distance. 

They walk down a steep, tight and curving road. On 

the left is a high hedge with tall arching trees 

framing the top of the panel. On the right are 

long wooden fences angling down towards the pier. 

On the right of the fields with grass fields 

sloping away and down, a few cows eat the grass 

seeming oblivious to the people.  

The family are in the foreground with their backs 

to us, the pier and the other side of the cove in 

the far distance. Miriam holds a small wicker 

picnic basket in her left hand; Christian is on 

her right side and holds her right hand with his 

left. Martin is on the far right, his right hand 

holds his pipe up to his mouth, and his left hand 

is in his left trouser pocket. Casper’s right hand 

is reaching over to his father’s left hand. 

 

 

Panel 2. LONG perspective shot running bottom 

right of the page. On the pier the planks run into 

a distant perspective point which focuses on a 

Punch and Judy booth in the top quarter of the 

page. There are old Victorian stalls and huts 

running halfway up the pier. In front of the booth 

children are mostly sat, some standing and all 

laughing at the show. The boys run away from their 

parents towards the booth at the end of the pier. 

Miriam is slightly bent forward stretching her 

right hand out to catch Christian. 

 

CAPTION 

We were always preparing to 

come here.  
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CAPTION 

Sorry, it does, it does 

matter though. Much more than 

I want to, than I would like 

say. 

 

CAPTION 

Everything matters. 
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PAGE 6 & 7 PANELS 

The boys are being shown how to make the puppets 

by their mother the next morning. Then the boys 

figure out how to build a Punch and Judy booth.  

 

They excitedly play the show out at home, then 

decide to put a show on for their mother and 

father after dinner. They perform the show, but 

want to continue telling it, but their father 

looks at their mother, and she tells them to stop 

playing put their things away and get ready for 

bead. They complain, then they are looked at by 

their father. The look stops them in their tracks. 

 late into the night – after early support and 

putting on a performance for their parents they 

make up other stories.  

 

Christian drums up business to say the show is 

about to start – he hits a tambourine, marching 

with his left knee at waist height. 

 

After a few nights they are told not too, to play 

other games, to play with the family. Father busy, 

reluctant to join in. Reads paper while the boys 

perform for him. 

 

 

CAPTION 

Everything. 

 

They put on the show, peak out at the parents – 

from a Punch pov shot. 

 

 

MARTIN 

No more. 

 

We both wanted his attention, 

but when he noticed us… 

 

Seeing him broke the spell 

 

He was a space I suppose. So 

there was an emptiness that 

we filled. 

 

He was so quite and somehow 

still filled to bursting with 

sound and with music. 
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Getting father’s attention 

always took a fraction more 

time, as if he had to travel 

back from somewhere to 

pretend to be present. 

 

Father was a fixture around 

the house, we were used to 

him being around but now I 

think about it never really 

present. 

 

We both wanted his attention 

or, was it support, maybe? 

(Just never to be noticed) 

 

I don’t know, I think we came 

into focus for each other 

when we noticed each other.  

 

His gaze could trap us 

though. The ground could open 

up beneath us. 

 

CAPTION 

So seeing him see us was just 

like a falling though. The 

unexpected something that 

washes in so quickly, the 

moment just cresting, laying 

flat or floating across the 

three fears.  

 

CAPTION 

one: the immediate and 

swamping anxiety,  

 

CAPTION 

two: the flush of fullness 

across the face (is this some 

shame?), 

 

CAPTION 

three: the creeping loss that 

slowly bleeds out. 
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PAGE   8  PANELS 

They go to the attic to play in secret. The boys 

make their own booth and puppets 

They play into the night, and from the attic 

window they see the lights stagger on across the 

pier. 
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PAGE 9  PANELS 

The boys are denied the pier. 

They take a trip to the pier on their own, hope 

not to come home too late, but are caught. 

 

The boys head to the pier one morning to see a 

show,  

The boys are walked up the hill to the gate by a 

1960’s era policeman – they look dejected / 

similar image of house as before. The mother 

looking at the boys, the father, arms crossed 

looking at his conservatory. 
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PAGE 10  PANELS 

Knowing it will be their last chance before it 

will be closed down the brothers plan the late 

night pier visit, they see it as a quest (make 

this hopeful, daring, dangerous, but also magical 

– perhaps nostalgic?). 

Something in the background never felt right, like 

they were inexorably heading there. 
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PAGE 11  PANELS 

1956 Birthday celebrations for Christian begin in 

the background of the story 

So caught up in prepping his show for Christian he 

doesn’t notice the party celebrations for his 

brother. Casper has been working on the show for 

ages, as he wants to give the show to his brother 

as his birthday present 
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PAGE 12   PANELS 

The journey down, somewhat echoes their first trip 

down, but they are more familiar and cautious of 

the route. It is the same route, but at the very 

end of the daylight, so by the time they get to 

the Pier, it has turned from dusk to dark. 
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PAGE 13   PANELS 

They get onto the pier. They set up their show 

The brothers went onto the pier, one of the last 

few to enter the old iron gates when it was open, 

then hid in one of the old huts left to disrepair 

on the pier. 

They hear fragments of conversation, that it has 

fallen to disrepair, and good it’s closing, just 

hope someone will put up the money for it to be 

repaired well. Some are asking if someone else 

wants to go to the pub. 
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PAGE 14  PANELS 

It feels like hours, but finally the pier is 

closing, the last few promenaders leave, and then 

the staff leave for homes and pubs. The lights 

from the pier are going out. 
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PAGE 15  PANELS 

Casper wants to set up their show, in fact his 

birthday show for his brother, but Christian want 

to explore the pier at night. Casper lights a 

match in the small hut where they have hid to make 

his point stronger, but it’s his brother and it’s 

his brother’s birthday, so he will do anything for 

him. 
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PAGE 14  PANELS 

They look around the building of the pier, check 

the locks, explore the old huts and shops, but 

finally wander down together to the Punch and Judy 

booth before them on the end of the pier to set up 

their show. 
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PAGE 15  PANELS 

Casper begins to tell it to Christian, but he is 

not there, he has hidden for fun. 

Casper has readied the booth, put lanterns on 

either side of the stage so that the show can be 

seen, put his puppets around him, stepped onto the 

box he needs to perform to the height of the 

booth, and begins to speak his first few lines. 

“Ladies and Gentlemen, pray how do you do? If 

you’re all happy I’m all happy too. Stop and hear 

my merry little play. If I don’t make you laugh, I 

need not make you pay.” 

We see Casper waiting for a response from 

Christian. Begins his lines again,  

“If I make you laugh, I need not make you pay!” 

Still nothing, so Casper edges up, on tiptoes to 

the opening to look through from the stage, but 

Christian is nowhere to be seen. He has hidden for 

fun. [does the audience/reader know this?] 
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PAGE 16  PANELS 

Casper looks for Christian, and when he finds him 

they briefly tussle, but they get back to the 

booth and Christian begins again, angrily to 

Christian. 
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PAGE 17  PANELS 

He tells him to sit and stay, Christian afraid, 

backs and slides away from him, knocking the 

lanterns over. The flames run along the dry pier, 

towards the hut behind them and beginning to 

ignite the other lanterns. 

They turn behind them, the little booth is lit. 

the blanket strips flame upwards. The puppets 

begin to burn too, they see punch and the devil in 

flames 
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PAGE 18  PANELS 

The boys search desperately for a way out. 

 

See the hut collapse and fall sideways and down to 

the sea below. 

 

They hold hands and jump over the lantern flames 

towards the end of the pier. 

 

Christian stumbles and slips back and away from 

Casper through the broken rails. 
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PAGE 19 [6 PANELS] 

 

Panel 1. Reaching for each others hands, Christian 

backs further away from Casper in the fire.  

 

Panel 2. Burning he slips and falls between the 

broken and burning rails into the water. 

 

Panel 3. CU Casper is terrified. 

 

Panel 4. The fire across the pier has grown, his 

Casper jumps down through the flames into the 

water after Christian. 

 

Panel 5. Long shot, tall thin panel on right side 

of page, Casper has fallen halfway from the pier 

to the sea. From beach perspective, the pier is in 

flames above him, the sea is black beneath him. 

Beneath the pier are thick wooden supports. The 

horizontal beams are fixed into large grey 

concrete blocks just out of the water. 

 

 

Panel 6. From above, Casper hits a large concrete 

support ledge hard partly on his right side and 

head. 

 

Panel 7. In pain Casper crashes into the black 

water.  
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PAGE 20 [6 PANELS] 

 

Panel 1. From sea level, Casper is crying. He 

holds his right arm in to his chest and circles 

his left hand in a large arc to keep himself 

afloat, small waves crests trail after his hand. 

 

CASPER 

Chrissy! Chrissy! 

 

Panel 2. Same panel, but he puts his head beneath 

the water. 

 

 

Panel 3. From above, his head above water, Casper 

is shouting.  

 

CASPER 

Chrissy! CHRISTIAN! 

 

Panel 4. CU, slight angle on face. He takes a deep 

breath. 

 

Panel 5. Same panel. Without Casper, a slight 

wave-crest where his head was a moment before. 

 

Panel 6. Under water Casper is swimming. Ahead, in 

the distance a faint outline that could be 

Christian is sinking lifeless into the black sea 

(white outline of Christian similar to page 3). 

The left arm of Christian/Outline is trailing 

above him. 
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PAGE 21 [6 PANELS] 

 

Panel 1. Long shot from far below looking up at 

Casper who is desperately swimming downwards his 

arms pressing backwards at forty five degrees to 

his body. 

 

Panel 2. From just below Casper his arms are 

lifeless, floating bent in front of his body. The 

last air leaves his body, small bubbles a foot 

away from his face raise upwards. His left leg is 

mostly straight, his right mostly bent behind him. 

 

Panel 3. CU In panic he looks upwards, screaming. 

 

CAPTION 

We were always coming here… 

 

Panel 4. From above, Casper is near the bottom of 

the panel, his eyes are closed, arms trailing 

above his head he sinks into the black endless 

sea. 

 

Panel 5. Empty letterbox panel, black. 

  

Panel 6. Letterbox panel across bottom of page. 

Very, very blurred and greyed out beach and 

seawall. 
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PAGE 22 [1 PANEL] 

 

Panel 1. LONG SHOT. From the top of the page, dark 

clouds are beginning to form in the night sky, 

partly hiding the faint moon on the right. Mid 

page, the Pier (jutting out from the left) 

collapsing in pieces, in flames. 

 

Coming up to the foreground, Casper lays broken 

three-quarters out of the dark sea. The 

perspective is from the beach/street divide and 

head height, looking across the sand towards the 

Pier. 

 

CAPTION 

We were always coming here… 

 

 

THE END 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Everything builds to this 

Everything comes from this 
6.  

7.  
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8. NOTES 

 

THE QUAY: When they were children Christian, the elder brother used to call his 

younger brother Cassie, Casper as a jibe.) 

 

[Casper Fallow ~ Born in Chelsea hospital in 1947. In 1953 he sees a Punch and 

Judy show in Brighton and falls into the joy and fear of the performance.] 

 

[Casper Fallow is trying to find his way out of the madness of Punch (as seen in Dell 

Arte) by tricking Punch into remembering there was a person that came before him. 

Casper is hiding in Punch as he hides from the pain and guilt he feels over the death 

of his brother (fleeing into to madness of a killer ‘Punch’ to relinquish/surrender 

the pain of killing) -] 

 

Chapter 3 

This chapter corresponds to the events within the novel The Quay of the detective 

questioning Christian Jensen about the fire at the warehouse. 

 

[but somewhere deep inside Punch, Casper wants to be free of this prison, pushing 

(allowing) Punch unknowingly and unwittingly into creating Fallow, who through 

his construction and realisation aids in separating, reorganising and 

compartmentalising the memories of Casper Fallow and Punch.] 

 

PSYCHIATRIST’S OFFICE 

Casper, his hands in slight fists, his wrists 

cross over his lap. His shoulders are hunched 

high, and his head to the right side and back, 

eyes closed. 

CASPER: Sometimes it's summer. And, and the sun. 

It warms my eyelids with bright. With bright. It’s 

like hope. 

PSYCHIATRIST’S OFFICE 

FROM BEHIND Symonds, holding his pipe in his right 

hand by his shoulder, looks out the rear window 

behind his desk. Through the window Casper Fallow 

(in mid ground) is looking at the field and then 

the trees ringing the sanatorium. 
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SYMONDS 

He numbs himself in the 

pain. So as not to feel 

something.  

 

He said “It’s to feel 

nothing. To make an electric 

tone that fills up the 

spaces where he is able to 

think. To stop it. To stop 

thinking.”  

 

Astonishing.  

 

 

Casper Fallow talking to nurse Foster  

 

CASPER FALLOW 

It was like I was born twice. 

(reference to brother, and all the versions of 
himself) 

 

Chapter 4 

sees a man in a burn ward / 

(representing Christian Jensen’s need for calm (in The Quay) – and partly why we 

only see this in moments because this is how Christian is imagining it).  

 

see above, Casper doesn’t look in mirrors too often – while he’s beaten his demons 

he prefers not to look in the mirror to see what’s looking back.) 

 

Seeing the burnt man in the burn unit, is a way for Christian Jensen to see himself 

through the eyes of Casper Fallow. 

 

(dreams he) walks up/wakes up the pier (didn’t know he was sleeping, but must 

have fallen asleep again…), sees the people he has known as spectres around him – 

and his brother as he was..? 

 

In 1994 Casper Fallow leaves the sanatorium – out of time with the world, his 

home gone to development he falls back on making Punch and Judy dolls 

and performing his story on Brighton Pier. 
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The story ends in 2036 with his death looking out to sea sitting on a chair at the end 

of the Pier. 

 [MIGHT THEY DEVELOP A FRINDSHIP HERE WITH THE 

‘PROFESSOR’, - AND COULD HE BE PUNCH?] 

 

NOTES: Their parents were getting ready/planning to give Christian a really nice 

birthday party and present. 

 

 

[IS THIS TOO SIMILAR?]. 

 

The twenty four page story breaks down into pages as: 

3 6 6 4 3 2  

 

 

3 Intro 1993/4 – trying to find his way in the world, wants to stay away from his 

family, but they pull him back (they no longer have the ‘house’) – tries to see the 

Pier – has it been rebuilt 

 

6 New friends, millennium party 1999/2000 

 

6 2010 – dreaming of the burning man (he thinks this is a relapse, but it is Christian 

seeing himself and this manifesting in the comic) 

 

4 ? 

 

2 ? 

3 2036 – Christian (dreams he) walks up/wakes up the pier (didn’t know he was 

sleeping, but must have fallen asleep again…), sees the people he has known as 

spectres around him – and his brother as he was..? 
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The Pier is the story of Casper Fallow’s life, form his birth to his death. His brother’s 

death on the Pier and Casper’s subsequent healing and sickening journeys at the 

sanatorium, his treatment, his release, his career as a puppet maker and Punch and 

Judy storyteller.  

 
The Pier, holds these stories together somehow, seems to be a place where the old 
memories come to. Waiting for someone to remember them. 
 
The Pier holds together, just, barely. It’s old and full of a lot of memories, happy, sad, unusual, 
wrong. Lots of memories. And I can’t hold them together anymore. It’s not my responsibility, my 
job. Whatever. 
(I’m not the one. I can’t. I’m not the one to do it!) 
 
(The pier is in bad repair, decayed) 
 
The Pier is a construct story created out of the need to hold together a variety of 
themed narratives that explore issues in identity, persuasion and psychosis in the 
damaged land of a Punch and Judy show, and in the damaged mindscape of a 
Punch Puppet. 
And throughout its development a way of thinking about these various iterative, 
organic narratives re-evolved that came from its development and allowed, 
determined that it have a structure, that became a story in its own right. 
The Pier is a story brought into being through the necessity of creating a platform 
to hold (up) together the connected and disparate narratives of Casper Fallow’s life 
and treatment.  
 
 
At first it was something to aid the development of the other narratives, as I needed 
something to hold onto, to hold onto them. 
 
The Pier is not where the stories come from, actually it is… what is there is what 
sets them off in the other media spaces. (not anymore. These stories come from the 
Burning Quay) 
 
 
9. FORMAT 
 Spectral / ghostly / gothic / ‘a haunting’ comic 
 
[It is how Christian (Quay), perceives how this might be. It won’t be an accurate 
version of life in a sanatorium, only what Christian imagines it to be / though with 
some ambiguity] 
 
The Pier - Comics Research 
Tonally of voice and image 
Faker ~ Mike Carey, Ghost World ~ Daniel Clowes, The Invisibles ~ Grant Morrison 
& Steve Yeowell, Silverfish ~ David Lapham, Fell ~ Warren Ellis & Ben 
Templesmith, V for Vendetta ~ Alan Moore & David Lloyd. 
Citizen Kane ~ Orson Wells. 
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Though without their traditional investigation element, this is more a gothic 
mystery into Casper’s search for self. 
The colour of older print comics of the mid to late 80’s 
To feel like you’re reading a comic that was made in the past, and it has now only 
just been discovered 
 
 
 
The Dell Arte (players/performers) who come to the sanatorium to… these cross 
and manifest each media in some way (may be Christian just doesn’t like actors...?) 
 
Transmedia 
In the video game, Desistence, these players allow Fallow to work out a memory, and 
therefore pass to the next level of the game. In The Pier, Casper is reticent to engage 
with the players, they bring up, bubble up to many memories. Sending Casper along 
another terror-filled delirium that his doctors banish with chemicals and electicity. 
 
Transmedia 
Casper fallow is what Christian Jensen imagines a rich person’s life is … but still 
needs help in. 
 
HOW FAR WAY IS THE PIER? 
The Fallow house is built on the hillside, away from the pier that just out from the 
nearby cove. If the boys go up to the attic they can see from the small window the 
pier in the distance with the lights at night it is impossible for the boys to resist 
going their. 
 
 
 
Casper creates Punch to hide away in. He believes he is evil (because he must have 
been so evil) so creates what he imagines evil to be and hides within him, re-
enacting the cruelty/ies he believes he met out to his brother. 
 
The Pier is about falling, and the security of loss and the great relinquishment of 
knowledge and awareness. (expand this MUCH… further) THIS IS THE 
FIRST/SECOND, STAGE – RELEASE [PERHAPS THE FIRST ESCAPE?] 
(CAN THE FALLOW NARRATIVES BE MATCHED WITH THE STAGES 
OF GRIEF – SEE DESISTENCE) 
Casper tells his sister, (who he can’t have met, because she died before he was 
born), while they are in the sanatorium to get out, before he burns it down… (HE 
THINKS HE HAS HE POWER TO BURN THINGS DOWN WITH HIS 
MIND – the accidental, gentle arsonist?) 
 
The Pier – Fire and Water, twisted metal and rotted wood. 
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DENIAL (THE PIER - FORGETFULLNESS) 
 
ANGER (DELL’ARTE – FURY/BURNING) 
 
BARGAIN (FALLOW – DISCUSSION, BY PUNCH) 
 
DEPRESSION (DESISTENCE – SINKING, FALLING TO THE DEEP 
MACHINE) 
 
ACCEPT (THE QUAY – which also begins immediately after trauma) 
 
THE OTHER MEDIA ARE ENHANCEMENT MEDIA – THOUGH STILL 
INCLUDE STORY INFORMATION AND EXPANDED UNIVERSE 
COSMOLOGY DATA 
 
RISEN 
FALLEN 
STAIN 
OBSERVANCE  
 
 
 
Format 
The Pier - Comics Research 
Tone of voice and image 
Faker ~ Mike Carey, The Invisibles ~ Grant Morrison & Steve Yeowell, Silverfish ~ 
David Lapham, Fell ~ Warren Ellis & Ben Templesmith, V for Vendetta ~ Alan 
Moore & David Lloyd, Ghost World ~ Daniel Clowes 
 
 
 
 
Casper Fallow 
Born in Chelsea hospital in 1947. In 1953 he sees a Punch and Judy show in 
Brighton and falls into the joy and fear of the performance. Following the death of 
his brother Christian, he is admitted into the Hampshire Sanatorium/Hospice 
briefly in 1961 and another two times until a long stay in 1973, staying in the 
Sanatorium until 1994. In this time a variety of treatments are used on Casper, 
which manifest out into the broken stories and worlds of Dell Arte and Fallow. In 
1994 Casper Fallow leaves the sanatorium – out of time with the world, his home 
gone to development he falls back on making Punch and Judy dolls and 
performing his story on Brighton Pier. 
 
Fallow 
This story is in progress, as I know more about what I want it to be about and 
achieve than the final story itself, however it will follow the character Fallow, who is 
attempting to find out who he is, this journey of self discovery is the primary story 
of Fallow.  
 
Casper Fallow is trying to find his way out of the madness of Punch (as seen in Dell 
Arte) by tricking Punch into remembering there was a person that came before him. 
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Casper is hiding in Punch as he hides from the pain and guilt he feels over the death 
of his brother (fleeing into to madness of a killer ‘Punch’ to relinquish/surrender 
the pain of killing) - but somewhere deep inside Punch, Casper wants to be free of 
this prison, pushing Punch unknowingly and unwittingly into creating Fallow, who 
through his construction and realisation aids in separating, reorganising and 
compartmentalising the memories of Casper Fallow and Punch.  
 
 
----- 
18.2.11 
 
Story notes 
 
The Story of The Pier follows the patterns, or stages of grief, each significant 
moment has causality in the other narratives. 
 
Check The Burning Quay for how the events begin and relate to/manifest the other 
stories. Begin in, are affected by… how is the Burning Quay, affected by the other 
stories…?) 
 
At the end he wants to heal, he doesn’t want to heal (Punch doesn’t want him to 
heal), this brings about the Fallow story which itself causes Desistence. 
It is the last attempt of his shadow self that feeds on the darkness to lay claim to his 
soul.  
 
When Punch see himself in the warped glass reflection of a Hall of Mirrors at the 
end of his Pier… he   flows into… the other   side … edis (a character called Edith? 
That turns things around..?) 
Casper Fallow, the Gentleman Professor. Rarely looks in shop windows, and barely 
uses a mirror. Though he’s sure of what’s on the other side (as he’s been there and 
beaten his demons), he wonders if anything could ever find its way out of there 
again. 
 
What story would Cass Jensen write of his experiences, and how would he write it..? 
 
It is Casper’s screams that open the formless void of Fallow? 
 
THIS IS SOMEWHERE IN THE COMIC… WRITTEN BY CASPER, IN HIS 
JOURNAL? 
SEEN IN OBSERVANCE. 
 

slowly curling into  
the darkest corners of our hearing ~  

the faint laughter of shadows  
breathes us into  

the old pains of the world.  
 
As water trickles,  

finding its way down 
through the night forest ~ 

into the murky pool  
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we lay down 
 
Sinking beneath the water, looking  

for the last time  
at the grey cloudless sky  
for the last time  

as the dank, stale water claims our/his 
ears ~ that full empty noise  

that only the (heart/)body can hear,  
and secrets whisper of,  
creeps into the corners of his/our 

mouth 
the brackish hate of the world for 

Casper without obstacle,  
inexorably steals its way  
up the sides of his/our face,  

to crouch  
at the corners of his/our eyes  
waiting to slip over him/us  

and blanket him/us,  
and dream of him/us.  

 
 

(cf 1963) 

12.3.12 
 
The Pier is the First separation from Christian’s world in The Burning Quay (The 
Quay). 
The Pier is a fabrication of Christian’s life in The Quay. 
This works both ways - back to and from The Quay. 
It shows opposites: 
- Class (upper) 
- Family (caring) 
- ‘Primary’ Character (“Christian” creates the life of his brother – or “Cass” 

creates the version of himself he imagined(s)/his brother imagined) 
 
 
[All the roles exist again and again (character roles / like spheres of action)] 
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the pier

i. iv.iii.ii.

 
 
 

the pier

i.
fire

 
 
30.3.12 
 
The Pier tells the story of Casper Fallow, from birth to death across 89 years through 
a four volume mini-series / graphic novel. Beginning with his birth in Chapter I, 
and ending with his death as he looks out to sea sat on a chair at the end of the pier. 
It is told primarily through the journal entries of Casper, Christian, Punch, Charles, 
and Fallow, as they each speak through the journal entries from his time in, and 
after the sanatorium. 
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Chapter I ~ The fire on the pier 
This piece begins with Casper’s birth, and follows him up to his brother Christian’s 
death at the fire on the pier. Casper is aged eight here, his younger brother Christian 
is aged six. 
 
(NOTE THE QUAY: When they were children Christian, the elder brother used to 
call his younger brother Cassie, Casper as a jibe.) 
 
[Born in Chelsea hospital in 1947. In 1953 he sees a Punch and Judy show in 
Brighton and falls into the joy and fear of the performance.] 
 
Chapter II ~ An engagement (argument) with sanity (A selection of sanity) 
1960, Casper travels to the Sanatorium with his father. He enters the sanatorium 
three times during this piece, and it is where one of the worst attacks takes place, 
and which manifests itself as ‘dell’Arte’. 
Casper’s behaviour becomes terrible at this time – as he has hid deeply inside Punch 
who now ‘controls’ him (from below?) 
In 1969 he leaves for four years. 
 
[Casper Fallow is trying to find his way out of the madness of Punch (as seen in Dell 
Arte) by tricking Punch into remembering there was a person that came before him. 
Casper is hiding in Punch as he hides from the pain and guilt he feels over the death 
of his brother (fleeing into to madness of a killer ‘Punch’ to relinquish/surrender 
the pain of killing) -] 
 
The treatments here are electroshock and heavy pharmaceuticals 
 
Chapter III ~ (on) The long day (memories remain) [the long day, and 
memories(remain)] (could the long day and memories remain be two separate 12 page 
comics, that ‘kind of’ connect?) 
Casper returns to the sanatorium in 1973 and stays until. In this time Stain occurs in 
The Quay, and Fallow is made by Punch (in Fallow). 
 
[but somewhere deep inside Punch, Casper wants to be free of this prison, pushing 
(allowing) Punch unknowingly and unwittingly into creating Fallow, who through 
his construction and realisation aids in separating, reorganising and 
compartmentalising the memories of Casper Fallow and Punch.] 
 
The treatments here are more discursive, but also with pharmaceuticals 
 
Chapter IV ~ The sea calls crisply and falls away gently [epilogue…] 
In 1993 Casper leaves the sanatorium for the last time. We call in to Casper Fallow’s 
life, in short episodes, snapshots of insight into his later journey (this represents 
Christian’s need for peace – and partly why we only see this in moments because 
this is how Christian is imagining it). (see above, Casper doesn’t look in mirrors too 
often – while he’s beaten his demons he prefers not to look in the mirror to see 
what’s looking back.) 
In 2010, Casper dreams of flames again, sees a man in a burn ward / or goes to a 
hospital to perform for a children’s unit and walks past a room with a man with 
terrible burns – this gives him terrible dreams for weeks).  
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Casper still goes to therapy groups – it is partly this that draws him into the hospital, 
and which brings him to see the burnt man (Christian). 
 
In 1994 Casper Fallow leaves the sanatorium – out of time with the world, his 
home gone to development he falls back on making Punch and Judy dolls 
and performing his story on Brighton Pier. 
The story ends in 2036 with his death looking out to sea sitting on a chair at the end 
of the Pier. 
 
CASPER NEEDS TO REGAIN PUNCH AND JUDY AGAIN AS IT IS HOW 
HE CONNECTS WITH LOSS AND DANGER, BUT TROUGH GOING TO A 
SHOW AGAIN, SEEING THE LAUGHTER AROUND HIM, HE STARTS 
TALKING TO A ‘PROFESSOR’, BEGINS HELPING OUT, EVENTUALLY 
TRIES TO CONNECT WITH THE SHOW AGAIN, AS IT CONNECTS HIM 
TO HIS BROTHER. 
 
The twenty four page story breaks down into pages as: 
3 6 6 4 3 2  
 
 
3 Intro 1993/4 – trying to find his way in the world, wants to stay away from his 
family, but they pull him back (they no longer have the ‘house’) – tries to see the 
Pier – has it been rebuilt 
 
6 New friends, millennium party 1999/2000 
 
6 2010 – dreaming of the burning man (he thinks this is a relapse, but it is Christian 
seeing himself and this manifesting in the comic) 
 
4 ? 
 
2 ? 
3 2036 – Christian (dreams he) walks up/wakes up the pier (didn’t know he was 
sleeping, but must have fallen asleep again…), sees the people he has known as 
spectres around him – and his brother as he was..? 
 
MAKE UP THE TOWN NAMES – NOT BRIGHTON OR CHELSEA? 
 
(WHAT CASPER BELIEVES AND KNOW, AND IS THE TRUTH ARE 
QUITE DIFFERENT THINGS..?) 
 
Casper more forthright in the earlier parts of the story then becomes much more 
withdrawn after the death of his brother in comics II, and III. In IV, he becomes a 
little stronger but never the principle organiser he once was. 
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the pier

i. iv.iii.ii.
 
 
 

 
 
The Pier tells the story of Casper Fallow, from birth to 
death across 89 years. Beginning with his birth in Chapter 
I, and ending with his death as he looks out to sea sat on a 
chair at the end of the pier. 
It is told primarily through the journal entries of Casper, 
Christian, Punch, Charles, and Fallow, as they each speak 
through the journal entries from his time in, and after the 
sanatorium. 
 
 

 
Chapter I ~ The fire. (OR Fire and Water..? – which also represents the boys 
relationship?) 
This piece begins with Casper’s birth, and follows him up to his brother Christian’s 
death at the fire on the pier (Chapter I and IV, both end in the character’s death).  
It is reflective, and begins with Casper Fallow attempting to piece together some 
fragments of his birth (not creation) 
Casper is lied to about who he is, by the others fragments of himself around him, 
Not sure who he is, has no power. 
The story begins when he is waking, disoriented, coming out of (but actually being 
born into) a dream. [IS THIS TOO SIMILAR?]. 
He is explaining the memories of his birth. To himself, and to the people on the end 
of the pier with him at the end of the story in Chapter IV. 
Him telling the story fixes it in place. (HOW DO THE END AND BEGINNING 
OF THE STORY RELATE TO EACH OTHER?) 
 
Casper is aged eight here, his younger brother Christian is aged six. 
 
 
1947 Casper Fallow born in Chelsea (Queen Charlotte’s Hospital), 22.11.1947. 
1949 Christian Fallow born in Bournemouth – (West Hants Hospital), 

28.10.1949. 
1953  Casper and Christian see a Punch and Judy show in Brighton and they fall 

into the joy and fear of the performance. 

the pier

i. iv.iii.ii.
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 They enjoy the thrill of the show so much they create their own versions of 
it at home (home is haunted by Punch? – standing for Christian’s fathers in 
the Quay?). 

 They go back as many times as they can across the next few years (until it 
becomes something of a worry for their parents). 

 They are eventually banned from the show, told to grow up 
 [MIGHT THEY DEVELOP A FRINDSHIP HERE WITH THE 

‘PROFESSOR’, - AND COULD HE BE PUNCH?] 
 However they go back on their own, just before the summer season is to 

start (), are caught and sent home, and are finally banned from returning. 
1956 Christian Fallow dies in the pier fire, 1.10.1956.  

However they sneak back, wanting to put the whole Pier on and accidentally 
set fire to it. In the ensuing fire, Christian Fallow dies. 
END OF CHAPTER I. 
 

 
NOTES: Their parents were getting ready/planning to give Christian a really nice 
birthday party and present. 
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CHAPTER II ~ Swings and Butterfly Wings 
 
1961 The Sanatorium 

Still consumed by guilt (flames) Casper retreated into his mind and was 
finally taken to the  

 
 
Character Outlines 
 
Casper Fallow 
Christian Fallow 
Martin (Jack) Fallow 
Elspeth Fallow 
 
 

That 
 
Brother ~ Jack Fallow 

Sister-in-law ~ Judith Fallow 
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“THE PIER: CHAPTER I” 

PAGE 5  (2 PANELS) 

 

This page is broken into two panels, roughly 

diagonally from top right of page to bottom left 

of page creating a top left triangle, panel 1, and 

bottom right triangle panel 2.  

 

Panel 1. LONG SHOT – DAY. Bright summer’s day, the 

Fallow family are heading down to beach. They are 

heading towards the small pier in the distance. 

They walk down a steep, tight and curving road. On 

the left is a high hedge with tall arching trees 

framing the top of the panel. On the right are 

long wooden fences angling down towards the pier. 

On the right of the fields with grass fields 

sloping away and down, a few cows eat the grass 

seeming oblivious to the people.  

The family are in the foreground with their backs 

to us, the pier and the other side of the cove in 

the far distance. Miriam holds a small wicker 

picnic basket in her left hand; Christian is on 

her right side and holds her right hand with his 

left. Martin is on the far right, his right hand 

holds his pipe up to his mouth, and his left hand 

is in his left trouser pocket. Casper’s right hand 

is reaching over to his father’s left hand. 

 

 

Panel 2. LONG perspective shot running bottom 

right of the page. On the pier the planks run into 

a distant perspective point which focuses on a 

Punch and Judy booth in the top quarter of the 

page. There are old Victorian stalls and huts 

running halfway up the pier. In front of the booth 

children are mostly sat, some standing and all 

laughing at the show. The boys run away from their 

parents towards the booth at the end of the pier. 

Miriam is slightly bent forward stretching her 

right hand out to catch Christian. 
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The Pier: Fire. Page 5. Pencils and Ink, Chris Phillips 
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PAGE 22 [1 PANEL] 

 

Panel 1. LONG SHOT. From the top of the page, dark 

clouds are beginning to form in the night sky, 

partly hiding the faint moon on the right. Mid 

page, the Pier (jutting out from the left) 

collapsing in pieces, in flames. 

 

Coming up to the foreground, Casper lays broken 

three-quarters out of the dark sea. The 

perspective is from the beach/street divide and 

head height, looking across the sand towards the 

Pier. 

 

CAPTION 

We were always coming here… 

 

 

THE END 
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The Pier: Fire. Page 22. Pencils. Chris Phillips 
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the story of desistence 

1. PREMISE 
 

On a broken down pier in the heart of night, left lonely and uncared for, in the 
cold rain and the bitter wind. Stands a faded Punch and Judy booth. And 
inside its dark stage is an open trap door, and beneath the trap door, you find 
yourself running and climbing desperately down through the rotten timber and 
the damp brick walls 
 And you are Punch, and you are Fallow, and you are scared, and you are the 
hunted, or are you the hunter?  
Who is chasing who beneath the Victorian chimney inside the Punch and Judy 
booth, on the broken down pier in the heart of night? 

 
 
2. WORLD 

Desistence takes place inside a Punch and Judy booth (fig. 1) at the end of a pier. 

Immediately underneath a trap door (fig. 2) on the floor of the stage is the Dessous (fig. 

3) the wooden understage area beneath a theatre stage. The interior underneath the 

Dessous, is an old Victorian chimney (fig. 4).  

 

    

fig. 1                fig. 2               fig. 3              fig. 4 

 

This Victorian brickwork interior levels all the way down (see Appendix 1) to the under 

basement, where the ‘Deep Machine’ resides. Each level (like the circle of Hell in Dante’s 

Inferno), are named and inform the journey of the player/character as they determine 

their character through the decisions and success and failure of their own play and that of 

their antagonist (another player or AI). They also intended to reference stages of grief. 

These are: 

 

Dante’s Inferno ~ Circles of Hell 

Limbo, lust, gluttony, avaricious and prodigal, the wrathful and sullen, after the river stxy, 

then the wall of heretics / heresy, violence (against, neighbour, self, God), fraud and then 

treachery. 
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The Stages of Grief (Kubler-Ross) 

Denial, anger, bargain, depression and acceptance.  

 

Desistence intends to draw these aspects together across a three arc structure to develop a 

transforming climactic character journey and goal (see fig. 5). 

 

 

3. FORMAT 

Audience/Player 

It is a single, and multi-person or rather dual-person game. 

 

The intended demographic would be for an age range of 16+. Engaging with and 

exploring mature content. 

 

Game Type 

The game has development potential over two systems; Nintendo DS, or Mobile App 

handheld devices as well as a console or PC game. Both formats can be separate or 

interlinked. But the stories are the same. 

 

Handheld 

The handheld version of the game will have the aspects of a side-scrolling platformer, 

puzzle/maze, survival horror point and click game for grown-ups, for a DS, or Mobile 

App, in the tone of Theresia (2008) or 7th Guest (1993). 

 

Console 

The console version will entail a first person survival horror format in the style of Dead 

Space (2008), Bioshock (2007), Silent Hill (1999)and  Alan Wake (2010) 

 

Sounds 

A haunted lyrical sound design will be used throughout the game, informed and 

developed from earlier sound design for Dell Arte (1998) 
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4. PLAY 

In both handheld and console options you find you are searching for the ‘Deep Machine’ 

at the bottom of the Punch and Judy booth.  

 

Your progress is impeded or advanced through your encounters and the successful or 

unsuccessful actions of another player, or AI. 

 

Your search into who you are unlocks your identity and the next level. As you play your 

way through memories, and journal entries, and puzzles and mazes, and musical clues. 

And of course the creatures of your nightmares, or rather the creatures of Punch’s 

nightmares, and all the time running towards your reward. 

 

The practical and questionable decisions that you make to progress through the game 

determine, and form your character, that of Punch, or Fallow. 

 

*Punch yearns to bleed his obeisance to the deep machine that he believes can grant him 

his hardest desire. To continue his sorry existence. For all else is the ‘fictionless’ void, and 

he must not end, and to continue, he will pray at the deep machine, give it his everything, 

and the promise of more emotions. So that the deep machine will have its own 

singularity and enter consciousness. (why does the deep machine want this? If it is this 

powerful what does it have to gain?) 

How/is Punch tricking the Deep Machine? 

 

*Fallow is trying to get to the Deep Machine before Punch does, because he wants to 

end it all, for he recognises the malignant artifice of his own construction (and so bring 

heeling to Christian – is this known or acknowledge by Fallow?). Punch desperately 

yearns for his own continuance.  [*from notes 3.2.11] 

 

Punch is going down, as fast as he can. If he doesn’t get to the ‘Deep Machine’ before 

Fallow does he will be fixed in memory as a terrible place, but that was part of the 

learning process of grief. Punch doesn’t want to be a lesson (he wants to be the stick). 

Instead Punch wants to obliterate the memory of his punishment and   
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Desistence is the last chance that Punch has to continue to exist. He strives to feed 

the malignancy that nourishes him and brings him more power (the player that will 

do anything becomes Punch, the player that helps becomes Fallow) 

He doesn’t care about what he knows about his false existence. He fears to lose it, 

for he will lose any shred of himself if he is seen for what he is by Christian. 

So Punch needs to get to the end first to make a deal with the ‘Deep Machine’. 

 

Does he sing his tale from hell, is it caught on the ether breeze, falling into/blending 

with electricity, and found on old recordings and new technologies? Is it caught in 

the electrons firing across the brain? 

 

At the end of the game you are revealed to be fictional characters constructed of 

fragments of memories, and when you meet the ‘Deep Machine’ you choose your 

ending and reward. 

 

Play style affects encounter and setting (aesthetic, rounder edges, more acute edges?) 

The game becomes more violent, the more violent you are creating the world of 

your making. 

 

There are no deaths in Endgame 

Your decisions make you into who you are. And if you fail at a challenge, 

you are sent to greylimbo to learn from your mistakes, a tutorial level that if passed  

allows you to progress back to before the moment of your unsuccess/failure in the 

game. And redress your mistake. 

 

5. MULTIPLATFORM 

Fallow Narratives (fig. 6) 

Desistence is part of a larger multiplatform storyworld franchise/development. 

With integrated and bespoke assets that develop over Fallow, an animated film, The 

Pier, a comic, The Burning Quay, a novel, Observance (part of The Fallcasts), a web 

journal, Risen~Fallen, an album and Stain, a music video. 

(And the more you encounter of the transmedia narratives, the more you are able 

know of each of the Fallow Narratives.)  
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6. THE CAST: CHARACTER OUTLINES 
 
The different character that you meet influence you in different ways, and how you 

interact with them determines the change in the personality. Your play style (or 

simply choice of character) determines your character as Punch or Fallow early on 

in the game. 

 

The journey to healing is difficult, and Punch knows that healing will destroy him. 

Both Fallow’s and Punch’s obstacles become more difficult as they progress, and 

often they encounter the same events (though this may branch further apart later in 

the game) and so these events/encounters can be perceived from Punch’s or 

Fallow’s perspectives so they see the same encounter differently (regarding tone, 

action/activity and goal), so it becomes the same shifted encounter that they have to 

complete. So in the game the players actions cause a sliding scale affect on who you 

become..? 

 

Punch          Fallow 

 

 

 

They are two halves of the same person, physically manifested as PUNCH/ 

WANT, FALLOW/NEED. A player character (PC) that recognises their ‘need’, 

instead of following their ‘want’, can change (see fig. 5). 

 

Fallow can change, and welcomes loss of self (as he becomes enlightened), Punch 

can’t change and fears loss of self (and so is doomed[opposite of enlightened, look 

into Buddhism]). 

Punch finds out what he has to do earlier than Fallow does, and so he can set up 

obstacles earlier in his attempts to impede Fallow’s ‘Great Dissipation’. 

His success at planning the obstacle and preventing Fallow furthers his cause and 

therefore his progress to the ‘Deep Machine’. 

 

Fallow, getting past the obstacles in the Chimney and those set by Punch allow him 

to succeed in getting to the ‘Deep Machine’. 
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Character Outlines 

Punch 

How does Punch see Fallow? 

The biggest obstacle to his continued existence, and he wants to continue it, and his 

biggest mistake (as he created him). He despises the reflection of himself that he 

created, and who then ‘tricked’/’deceived’ him by turning his back on him (like 

Christian and Cass’ in The Burning Quay). How dare he 

What do you do if you find out you are Punch? 

In Fallow, Punch may have created Fallow so as to take out his wrath on another 

because he became of his status in the scheme of things. But that doesn’t mean he 

can ruin things now. He may have to become the shell again, knowing he is in a 

cage, but it is his cage. Why doesn’t Fallow see that? Why are they so tied together 

Punch made Fallow out of a ‘piece’ of him, so Fallows ‘dissipation’ means that 

Punch will be destroyed in the process as they are ‘umbilically’, and ‘thaumatugically’ 

tied together (sympathetic magic). 

 

In order to feel anything again Punch created Fallow out of a piece of himself, not 

only to continuously hurt him, but to, though that connection feel something of 

what Fallow is going through. 

Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
Fallow 
What do you do if you find out you are Fallow? 
Relationship to other characters 
How does Fallow see Punch? 
 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
The Unformed Self 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
The Deep Machine 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
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Judy 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
The Dell Arte (performers) 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
(the p/c here has to perform/direct a play with the Dell Arte performers, that 
propels their cause. (here Punch would hinder, here fallow would aid – this 
piece/encounter allows the player to look at their actions/behaviour, so as to…)) 
 
Police Constable 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
Judge 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
Priest 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
Toby (the dog) 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
Crocodile / Serpent 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
The Devil 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
The Baby 
Relationship to other characters 
Behaviour 
Reasons for behaviour 
 
 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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desistence 

Where you chase your self down a Victorian chimney. Are you are the 
hunter, are you the hunted? And are you Punch? And are you Fallow? 
Who is chasing who inside a Punch and Judy booth, on the broken down 
pier in the heart of night? 

 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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7. NOTES 
 
Appendix 1. 
 
The levels beneath the Dessous, inside the Victorian chimney, fall like 
Dante’s Inferno’s circles of hell. 
 

    
 
 
Appendix 2. 
 

 
 
Extra notes 
Endgame ~ Desistence 
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a side-scrolling platform puzzle/maze survival horror point and click 
game for grown-ups, for a DS, or Mobile App.  
a first person survival horror major console game in the style of 
Deadspace, Bioshock and Silent Hill.  
 
Dell Arte – poetry text. 
Dell Arte (Ryan Stevenson, 1998) 2:19-3:20. 
 
origami gameplay (D’Arcy, G. 2011)  
Escher 
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“Desistence” 
Intro Sequence 

 

Written by 

Brian Fagence 
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BLACK 

 

SFX: Soft slow wind. Distant waves form and break. 

 

SFX: Faint Music Box barely breaks through the 

weather. A Cello drones in from beneath the rolling 

wave sound.  

 

FADE IN: 

 

EXT. SEASIDE TOWN - DUSK 

High Above. In the distance, a small Victorian seaside 

town. A pier juts out to the left from the concave 

seafront.  

 

The town grows to the right, up a hillside. The houses 

peter out as they rise up the hillside. The hillside 

rises up to a cliff top.  

 

SFX: Lonely seagull cry. Fades. 

 

CLOSER 

 

Grey clouds darken and grow larger. Daylight slowly 

fades into thinning columns that slowly vanish.  

 

SFX: Music Box fades out. 

 

CLOSER 

 

Below, along the seafront arcing lines of badly 

powered lights blink on. Alternating in sections of 

green and blue, illuminating and casting shadows 

across the old town.  

 

CLOSER 

 

EXT. THE PIER - DUSK 

THEN near the beginning of the pier, pushing extremely 

briefly and quickly forward towards the end of the 

pier, image juddering, greyed, ghosted and lagging. 

 

EXT. SEASIDE TOWN - DUSK 

The lights continue to blink on up to the end of the 

pier. Some partly wink out after a brief, slight surge 

of power. 

 

SFX: Brief, lonely seagull cry. The Music Box plays a 

lullaby. 
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EXT. THE PIER - DUSK 

THEN halfway down the pier, pushing extremely briefly 

and quickly forward to the end of the pier, image 

juddering, greyed, ghosted and lagging. 

 

EXT. SEASIDE TOWN - DUSK 

SLOWLY CLOSER towards a ramshackle Punch and Judy 

booth on its own at the end of the pier. 

 

EXT. THE PIER - NIGHT 

THEN three-quarters down the pier, pushing extremely 

briefly and quickly forward to the end of the pier, 

image juddering, greyed, ghosted and lagging. 

 

EXT. SEASIDE TOWN - NIGHT 

CLOSER, sat cross legged on the pier-deck raptly 

watching the show are two brothers, aged seven and 

six, dressed circa early 1950’s. 

 

SFX: The waves crash louder into the shore and against 

the sides of the pier.  

 

The curtains of the Punch and Judy booth are drawing 

open. Burning embers start from the bottom of the 

stage, as around the children the lights pop, and the 

pier itself starts to smoke. The children are unaware 

of the flames looking intently at the stage. 

 

CLOSER 

 

The entire image begins to burn like a postcard being 

burnt from the back. 

Flames rise up the Pier and its buildings 

 

SFX: Flames crackle and gust. Glass shatters in 

windows along the buildings of the pier, timber bends 

and cracks. 

 

Apart from the glow of the flames, light barely 

penetrates into the back of ‘stage’. 

 

CLOSER 

 

Small wooden planks form the floor of the ‘stage’. An 

open trapdoor is towards the back, off centre to the 

left. 

 

Through the trapdoor. DOWN. 

 

BLACK 
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SFX: SOUNDS muffle, heard as though through water.  

Though clear faint laughter/cackling fading in. 

 

INT. DESSOUS – NIGHT 

The under-stage area, old timber frame construction. 

Cramped, barely lit, but with a cone of light from the 

trap door above, rushes upwards. 

 

SFX: Heavily exerted breathing. 

 

SFX: Clear laughter/cackling. Footsteps ring off 

timber. 

 

Dropping onto the timber frames is FALLOW, eighteen, 

young but worn. Dirty blonde hair, old white/cream 

shirt, grey/brown waistcoat, dark grey trousers and 

old work boots. 

 

Nervously looking about and above he badly climbs down 

to the lower timbers, falling onto his side. 

 

Fallow runs across the timber joists, away from the 

cone of light into the darkness. 

 

LOOKING UP. Briefly, drawing closer, shiny old black 

shoes, dirty yellowed stockings, and filthy, torn 

maroon leggings climbing quickly down from above. 

 

Desperate, Fallow jumps across the timbers. 

 

The dessous abruptly ends.  

 

FALLING past old redbrick walls, heavily laden with 

soot.  

 

BLACK 

 

 

THE END 

 

 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Notes: 

 

The old seaside town looks similar to an old Victorian 

postcard. 
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“Desistence” 
Intro Sequence  

(with voiceover) 

 

Written by 

Brian Fagence 
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BLACK 

 

SFX: Soft slow wind. Distant waves form and break. 

 

SFX: Faint Music Box barely breaks through the 

weather. A Cello drones in from beneath the waves.  

 

FADE IN: 

 

EXT. SEASIDE TOWN - DUSK 

High Above. In the distance, a small Victorian seaside 

town. A pier juts out to the left from the concave 

seafront.  

 

The town grows to the right, up a hillside. The houses 

peter out as they rise up the hillside. The hillside 

rises up to a cliff top.  

 

SFX: Lonely seagull cry. Fades. 

 

CLOSER 

 

Grey clouds darken and grow larger. Daylight slowly 

fades into thinning columns that slowly vanish.  

 

SFX: Music Box fades out. 

 

    V.O. 

On a broken down pier 

in the heart of night,  

in the cold rain  

and the bitter wind.  

Stands a faded, lonely  

Punch and Judy booth.  

 

CLOSER 

 

Below, along the seafront arcing lines of badly 

powered lights blink on. Alternating in sections of 

green and blue, illuminating and casting shadows 

across the old town.  

 

CLOSER 

 

The lights continue to blink on up to the end of the 

pier. Some partly wink out after a  brief, slight 

surge of power. 

 

 

SFX: Brief, lonely seagull cry. The Music Box plays a 

lullaby. 
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On its own at the end of the pier, a ramshackle Punch 

and Judy box. 

 

Sat cross legged on the pier-deck raptly watching the 

show are two brothers, aged seven and six, dressed 

circa late 1950’s. 

 

    V.O. 

Inside its dark stage  

is an open trap door,  

and running and climbing  

desperately down 

through the rotten timber,  

past damp brick walls. 

 

CLOSER 

 

SFX: The waves crash louder into the shore and against 

the sides of the pier.  

 

The curtains of the Punch and Judy box are drawing 

open. Burning embers start from the bottom of the 

stage, as around the children the lights pop, and the 

pier itself starts to smoke. The children are unaware 

of the flames looking intently at the stage. 

 

 

 

CLOSER 

 

The entire image begins to burn like a postcard being 

burnt from the back. 

Flames rise up the Pier and its buildings 

 

SFX: Flames crackle and gust. Glass shatters in 

windows along the buildings of the pier, timber bends 

and cracks. 

 

Apart from the glow of the flames, light barely 

penetrates into the back of ‘stage’. 

 

CLOSER 

 

    V.O. 

You are scared,  

and you are the hunted,  

or are you the hunter?  

on the broken down pier  

in the heart of night? 
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Small wooden planks form the floor of the ‘stage’. An 

open trapdoor is towards the back, off centre to the 

left. 

 

Through the trapdoor. DOWN. 

 

BLACK 

 

SFX: SOUNDS muffle, heard as though through water.  

Though clear faint laughter/cackling fading in. 

 

INT. DESSOUS – NIGHT 

The under-stage area, old timber frame construction. 

Cramped, barely lit from above, rushes upwards. 

 

SFX: Heavily exerted breathing. 

 

SFX: Clear laughter/cackling. Footsteps ring off 

timber. 

 

LOOKING UP. Briefly, drawing closer, shiny old black 

shoes, dirty yellowed stockings, and filthy, torn 

maroon leggings climbing quickly down from above. 

 

The dessous abruptly ends.  

 

FALLING past old redbrick, heavily laden with soot.  

 

BLACK 

 

 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Notes: 

 

The old seaside town looks similar to an old Victorian 

postcard. 

 

 
 
 
 

 


